List of DVD's in School Bus Library
1-100 Accidents Aren't Just One of Those Things (Color/20 Mins.)
A bestselling author and popular safety speaker, Martin Lesperance shares his stories from his 20 years of
experience as a firefighter and paramedic in a powerful presentation before a live audience. He addresses many
important safety issues that all employees need to hear.
What "ripple effects" result from an injury
Why we must think of the repercussions of our actions.
Why wearing personal protective equipment is so important.
Why a dangerous situation should be fixed immediately.
1-101 Advanced Tech. For Special Ed Drivers (Color/20 Mins.)
Advanced Techniques takes us into the field to experience firsthand what a Special Ed Bus Driver is required to
do.
Key Points:







How to protect your back when assisting an ambulatory student.
Proper response to a student having a seizure.
The role communication plays between parents, drivers, and students.
Blood borne Pathogen cleanup for a Special Ed Bus Driver.
Tips on time management when loading and unloading students.
Demonstrations on loading and unloading techniques.

1-103 Bus Evacuation for Special Ed Drivers (Color/20 Mins.)
One of the most difficult challenges facing any bus drivers is evacuating a school bus carrying special needs
students.
This DVD demonstrates the skills that will be needed so that both bus driver and student can successfully
evacuate a school bus.
1-104 Blood borne Pathogens for School Bus Drivers (Color/14 Mins.)
This critical program will help ensure that school bus drivers understand the Standard Precautions that can
prevent the spread of blood borne diseases.




Blood borne diseases in transportation.
Transmission and prevention.
Personal Protective equipment.

1-105 Children Traffic (Color/13:10 Mins.)
Children see the road differently from adults. How does a child's development affect their perception of traffic?
What behaviors should adults watch for when driving near children? All these questions and more are answered in
this DVD a must-see for all drivers.
1-106 Dealing With Severe Disruptions (Color/15 Mins.)
This DVD will help drivers identify potentially serious situations and will give them strategies to de-escalate
problems and manage situations while maintaining student safety. Finally, it will teach them when to seek
outside assistance in dealing with a disruptive situation.
1-108 Difficult People: How To Deal With Them (Color/36 Mins.)
Now you can learn techniques to identify understand and cope with the difficult people whom most of us are
forced to deal with on some level every day. Whether at the office or at home, difficult people add to the stress
that we work to eliminate.
1-109 Distracted Driving: At What Cost (Color/15 Mins.)
Most drivers are unaware of how often they are distracted from the most important task at hand-driving the
vehicle safety. This program is designed to raise a driver's awareness of the potentially tragic consequences of
driving while distracted.

1-110 Driver Safety: The Blindfold Effect (Color/18 Mins.)
This is more than a "how-to_ video, it's also a motivational film designed to affect the viewer's attitude about
driving safety issues. The interactive format of this program is designed to encourage participation by asking
views to identify and discuss the hazards depicted in the video.
1-111 Dual Air Brakes (Color/60 Mins.)
Every bus driver and bus mechanic can benefit from watching this instructional video. A mockup of the entire
dual brake system is mounted on a board. All component parts are color coded.
1-112 Engaging the Support of School Administration (Color/15 Mins.)
School administrators can become key partners in helping drivers manage their buses effectively. In this tape, bus
drivers will learn relationship-building skills, how to clearly communicate a problem and the steps needed to
address it, what kinds of issues should be communicated to administrators, and how to report issues to parents in
order to gain their support.
1-113 Ergonomic & Back Safety for School Bus Drivers (Color/20 Mins.)
The leading cause of disabling injuries for School bus drivers is back and ergonomic injuries. This DVD features a
breakdown of some of the best ways to avoid these injuries.






Avoiding back injury when tying down wheelchairs.
Proper posture and adjustment of driver’s seat.
How to avoid ergonomic injuries – neck and wrist strain.
Exercises in the morning to avoid back injury.
Proper mirror and seat adjustment to avoid strain.

1-114 Establishing A Positive Attitude (Color/15 Mins.)
Bus driving can be a stressful position. Drivers need to make certain they are dealing with their stress in a
positive and productive manner. In this tape, drivers will learn about strategies to help them understand their
role, stay positive, and take care of themselves so that they can keep stress to a minimum.
1-115 Establishing A Positive Environment (Color/15 Mins.)
This tape will give drivers the important concepts and strategies they need for establishing a positive and safe
atmosphere on their buses, including setting and following through with reasonable behavior expectations and
keeping positive behavior going through the use of positive reinforcement.
1-116 Evacuating A School Bus (Color/20 Mins.)
When safety is measured in seconds bus drivers must know how to get students safely and quickly off their bus.
This DVD provides that information.
Bus drivers are shown what skills will be needed to safely evacuate a school bus. Drills for rear, side, and split
door evacuation are demonstrated. A re-creation of an actual bus evacuation is the centerpiece of this exciting
but extremely detailed training video.
1-117 Handling Students With Special Needs (Color/20 Mins.)
Most every driver will encounter some students with special needs. In this video, drivers learn what specific
situations they might encounter and how to make the appropriate modifications and adjustments. It includes
information on:





Special education issues.
Special parental requests.
How severe weather creates special needs.
Child abuse and neglect.

1-118 How to Control Bullying on School Bus (Color/20 Mins.)
This DVD teaches bus drivers how to assertively deal with bullying issues on the school bus. Multiple role play
demonstrates anti-bulling strategies for bus drivers:
Anti-bullying techniques for students.
How to implement an effective: consequence plan" that will make students responsible for their actions.
How to recognize early warning signs of bulling on the school bus and more!

1-119 How to Control Extreme Behavior on School Bus (Color/20 Mins.)
There is a simple bus important message in this DVD. The bus driver must stay in control of the bus at all times.
During the course of the DVD, multiple re-enactments of severe behavioral issues are examined. This DVD is a
dynamic training program for bus drivers as well as students.
1-120 How to Prevent Violence on the School Bus (Color/21 Mins.)
This DVD addresses hijacking of a school bus.







Preventative techniques show how to stabilize the situation and prevent a tragedy from occurring.
How should a bus driver respond to the hijacking of a school bus?
What early warning signs should the driver look for?
What preventative measures should a bus driver know?
How can students alert bus drivers to the potential of violence from other students?
These and other issues are dramatically depicted in this new training DVD.

1-121 Pre-Trip For A School Bus (Color/20 Mins.)
This pre-trip inspection video covers the most important elements of the pre-trip inspection.
This includes:





Inspection of the driver's compartment.
Inspection of the lighting system.
(Inside and out) Inspection of all exterior and interior items.
Inspection and testing of the brake system

1-122 How To Survive A Tire Blowout On S.B. (Color/12 Mins.)
This DVD provides bus drivers with proven techniques that could save the lives of everyone on the school bus,
should a front tire blowout occur.
DVD demonstrates preventative techniques:





Make sure not to step on the service brake.
Grip the wheel firmly because the bus will shift to the direction of the blowout.
Engage the spring brake immediately.
Floor the accelerator to gain momentum and shift the weight to the back of the bus.

This DVD was recorded at the California Highway Patrol Academy, in Sacramento, CA.
1-123 I Chose To Look The Other Way (Color/12 Mins.)
Based on the popular safety poem of the same name by Don Merrell, this powerful program shows how
“speaking up” about unsafe acts can save lives and help to develop a positive safety culture.





One of the best-selling safety videos on the market.
A “must see” if you do any behavioral-based training…not matter what type of industry!
Designed to show employees the consequences of “looking the other way”.
Verses from the poem are meshed with the video’s action to deliver a stimulating safety message.

1-124 Intervention Strategies For School Bus Drivers (Color/20 Mins.)
This video is designed to show bus drivers how to intervene when inappropriate behavior occurs on a school
bus. It emphasizes "common sense" techniques that Special Ed and regular Ed Bus Drivers can utilize each
school day.
Key Points:






Importance of teamwork between parents, bus driver and special Ed teachers.
Techniques for preventing back injuries when tying down wheel-chairs.
Proper preparation of wheelchair prior to loading student onto the platform.
Importance of examining the overall condition of the wheelchair.
How to drive a bus gently and carefully to meet the needs of the students.

1-125 Introductions To Special Ed Bus Driving (Color/18 Mins.)
A bus driver instructor takes a new trainee through all of the most important training procedures that a special
Ed bus driver will be required to perform.
Key Points:






Demonstrations of how to tie down a variety of wheel chairs.
Techniques for preventing back injuries when tying down wheel-chairs.
Proper preparation of wheelchair prior to loading student onto the platform.
Importance of examining the overall condition of the wheelchair.
How to drive a bus gently and carefully to meet the needs of the students.

1-126 Lived To Tell (Color/10 Mins.)
True stories about vehicle accidents and the person who was wearing seat belts lived to tell their story. This
video will have a tremendous impact on your audience.
1-127 Otto The Auto: Bicycle; Pedestrian; Seen in Traffic
This popular series presents basic pedestrian, passenger, and bicycle safety education lessons in short,
amusing, Sesame Street-style learning sequences. The five bundled titles from the popular Otto the Auto series
include:






Otto the Auto on Being Seen in Traffic (13:38 mins.)
Otto the Auto on Bicycle Safety (16:10 mins.)
Otto the Auto on Pedestrian Safety (16:14 mins.)
Otto the Auto on School Bus Safety (14:36 mins.)
Otto the Auto on Wearing Safety Belts (7:42 mins.)

1-128 Pooh's Great School Bus Adventure (14 mins.) & Too Smart for Strangers (Color/40 Mins.)
A most trustworthy bear helps children learn about school bus and personal safety in this DVD featuring two of
our most popular safety programs.
1-129 Road Rage & Aggressive Driving (Color/20 Mins.)
"Road rage" is deliberate, violent behavior by a driver in response to a real or imagined traffic grievance. Drivers
may use their vehicles as weapons, or even get out of their cars to accost or attack another driver, leading to
damage to personal and public property, and even murder. This timely program looks at road rage and aggressive
driving from the driver's perspective. Viewers learn what to do if they are the object of an enraged driver and how
to avoid becoming enraged themselves. Knowing what to do if confronted by a person who is enraged can mean
the difference between life and death.
1-130 Room To Live #2 (Color/27 Mins.)
A great motivational film for people who wear seat belts some of the time, and need encouragement to wear seat
belts all of the time. Sgt. Jack Ware relates more stories from his past work as a state trooper.
1-131 Room To Live #3 (Color/27 Mins.)
Sgt. Jack Ware's message is that seat belts save lives, perhaps your own, or someone you love.
1-132 Room To Live #1 (Color/27 Mins.)
Sgt. Jack Ware convinces absolutely everyone in the audience there is "Room to Live" in a car crash, if drivers
and passengers "buckle-up".
1-133 Safe School Crossing Procedures (Color/18 Mins.)
This DVD assists bus drivers to learn the safest procedures when it is necessary to cross students in front of or at
the rear of school buses.
Key Points:






Demonstrate how to safely unload and cross students.
Demonstrate how to safely load and cross students.
Demonstrate how to use the 8 light systems.
Demonstrate how to do the 5 point mirror check.
Demonstrate the danger zones and their importance.

1-134 Safest Way Out: General Ed Student; Driver (Color/16 Mins.)
Shows children how to properly prepare for and execute an emergency school bus evacuation. Demonstrates how
to safely exit from front, rear, side, and multiple exits, emergency windows and roof hatches, and when each exit
is appropriate. Designed for classroom use.
1-134 Safest Way Out: General-ED Driver Version (Color/16 Mins.)
Shows drivers how to properly prepare for and conduct an emergency school bus evacuation. Demonstrates how
to assist children in evacuating the bus quickly, how to use all types of emergency exits, and how to secure the
scene once the bus has been evacuated. Designed for use in school bus driver training classes.
1-134 Safest Way Out: General-ED Special-Needs Driver Version (Color/16 Mins.)
Shows drivers of special-needs school buses how to properly prepare for and conduct an emergency evacuation.
Details how to release wheel chairs from modern restraint systems, how to properly lift mobility-impaired
children, and how to assist hearing and visually-impaired children to evacuate the bus safely.
1-135 Safety Orientation For School Bus Drivers (Color/20 Mins.)
Four of the most important safety issues for school bus drivers are: Evacuating a School bus, Behavioral
Modification, Student Crossing and Violence Prevention techniques. These 4 important safety issues are featured
in this brand new bus driver training video.
1-136 Safety Tech. For Tying Down Wheelchairs (Color/20 Mins.)
Special needs bus drivers need to perform many different tasks. One of these tasks knows how to correctly and
safely tie down wheelchairs. This video will demonstrate the skills that are needed to make sure that special
needs students and their wheelchairs are adequately and safely secured during transportation to and from
school.
1-137 School Bus Drivers: Dealing With Behavior (Color/10 Mins.)
Nearly 22 million student’s national wide begin and end their school day with a trip on a school bus. Luckily, but
are one of the safest forms of transportation in the United States, mostly due to your professional school bus
drivers. As you know, drivers must know how to deal with children and effectively manage their behavior.
1-138 School Bus Safety For Students (Color/13 Mins.)
Young students have to be taught the rules of riding a school bus. This imaginative and warm video gently but
firmly guides them through this process.
This video is designed for elementary school age students. We dramatize the most important issues that are
likely to cause injuries. Multiple demonstrations about how to cross streets safely. Special emphasis is placed on
showing younger age students what they must do in order to avoid injury. This is a light, warm and friendly video
with a very strong safety message for young students.
1-139 Seconds To Live (Color/32 Mins.)
Sgt. Jack Ware explains the dangers of developing sloppy driving habits and how a moment's extra thought can
mean the difference between a safe trip and killing collision.
1-140 Signs, Signals & Markings (Color/16 Mins.)
Describes the underlying rules and logic behind traffic control signs, signals, and markings and why they are
important to drivers. It is based on the national standards that govern most traffic situations.
1-141 So You Think You’re Going To Live Forever (Color/33 Mins.)
A unique message of laughter and tears for every young person who wants to drive, and live. Captain Pete Collins
did not set out to become an award winning speaker. He was just a state trooper who felt the need to tell people
about his experiences on the highways. The stories are not unique. Any state trooper could tell them, but Captain
Collins mixes the laughter and tears of more than 23 years of patrolling the highways to bring a compelling
message that young people... and their parents...will not soon forget.
1-143 The Greatest Heartache You'll Ever Know (Color/32 mins.)
If God will just bring them back, he can wear his hair any way he wants. This heart breaking plea from a man
whose son was killed in an automobile crash is just one reason "The Greatest Heartache You'll Ever Know"
should be seen by every parent. It's a mixture of laughter and tragedy that brings home the importance of a
parent-child relationship.
1-144 The New Room To Live (Color/33 Mins.)
The "New Room To Live" has new segments on air bags and the automatic shoulder harnesses. This highly
motivational video is bound to get your people buckling up all the time.

1-145 The Professional Bus Dr. & Student Safety (Color/15 Mins.)
In this DVD, bus drivers will be alerted to the most common student, safety issues they will face and what they
should do about them. Drivers will also learn which types of problems they should handle and which they should
refer to other authorities.
1-146 The Role of The Bus Driver Public Relations (Color/15 Mins.)
This DVD will focus on developing good communication with parents before problems arise; tips for effectively
managing the route to set the best tone; the role of bus appearance; and ways to communicate clearly and
accurately with students, parents, and school officials.
1-147 Transporting Pre-Schoolers (Color/20 Mins.)
Are your bus drivers and monitors prepared for the responsibility that comes with transporting preschoolers to
and from school? Small children require special attention when traveling, and safety seats and vests are just the
beginning!
This DVD provides a good general overview of the new federal Head Start Transportation guidelines.
1-148 Trooper Tall Tales (Color/33 Mins.)
Classic stories from over 23 years of patrolling the nation's highways. If you've ever tried to talk your way out of
a traffic violation, you can bet Captain Pete Collins has probably already heard your story. From one driver's race
to the restroom to Captain Collins' most embarrassing experience as a trooper, the poignant moments that
touched his heart, "Trooper Tall Tales" paints a picture you won't soon forget.
1-149 Winter Driving For School Bus Drivers (Color/20 Mins.)
Driving on snow or ice requires a skill set that every school bus driver will need. This video demonstrates these
skills. In addition, there is a special section on what students must know about winter riding conditions.
1-150 Winter Driving: When The Rules Change (Color/16 mins.)
Winter time challenges drivers with a variety of hazards-hazards that we experience at no other time of year
hazards that can take us by surprise if we aren't prepared. But we can protect ourselves on the road if we prepare
for winter driving, adjust to the conditions, and remind ourselves that during the winter the rules for driving
safely have changed.
This video dramatically illustrates the importance of adjusting our driving techniques when winter rolls around.
Topics include vehicle preparation for winter, survival supplies, adjusting schedules for winter driving
conditions, maintaining good visibility, and winter driving techniques. Intersections, cornering, skid control and
braking are also covered.
1-151 Confidential Records (Color/15 Mins.)
This subject of the importance of drivers knowing more about the use, and misuses, of student information when
we are talking about emergencies on the school bus, or which impact the bus ride. For example, what does the
driver do if there is an accident, and he or she doesn't know who to contact? What is a school transporter's
responsibility if a sheriff wants the names and addresses of students who ride a particular bus? Shouldn't
drivers be made aware of students with violent tendencies?
1-152 Preventing Road Rage (Color/20 Mins.)
This DVD teaches angry motorists to be calmer, more polite, and safer drivers. Designed to be used either by
individuals or in classrooms.
1-153 Night Driving For School Buses (Color/20 Mins.)
All locations in the video were shot at night. No day time simulations. Bus driver instructors can use this video to
acquaint school bus drivers with most of the critical night driving issues including: night blindness, defensive
driving at night, use of mirrors at night and night visibility.
1-154 Transporting Students with Special Needs: Kids Are People Too (Color/23 Mins.)
This is part of a series of tapes for managing the behavior of special needs students on the school bus.
This training gives your drivers and insightful perspective on special needs behavior and teaches a flexible,
problem solving approach.

Your drivers will learn:
A problem solving approach to behavior management that works with the broad range of expectations for
special-needs student with behavior.
To understand the needs that driver problem behaviors in special-needs and how to help the child meet those
needs.
1-155 Transporting Students With Special Needs: Commitment & Care (Color/18:23 Mins.)
This is part of a series of tapes for managing the behavior of special needs students on the school bus. This
training gives your drivers and insightful perspective on special needs behavior and teaches a flexible, problem
solving approach.
Your drivers will learn:
When to intervene and manage behaviors based on a commitment to safety, order and rights.
1-156 Steering Clear of Liability (Color/18 Mins.)
Peggy Burns’ new DVD makes clear to drivers how their single departure from regular procedure can lead to tragic
results – when students aren’t even on the bus. In this 18 minute DVD, your drivers will learn about real situations
that graphically demonstrate their role in preventing student behavior, off the bus, that’s predictable – and
dangerous. And, they’ll get the message about sticking to established bus stops and schedules. With fascinating
stories and compelling-enactments, the training program will engage your drivers as they learn to
avoid preventable situations.
1-157 Preventing Slips, Trips, & Falls (Color/7 Mins.)
Designed to prevent and eliminate slips trips and falls to ensure proper safety. Covers attentiveness to
surroundings and promotes a safety work environment.
1-158 Auto Shop Orientation & Safety Training (Color/10 Mins.)
Addresses hazardous materials and safety issues common to automotive shops. Targets material, safety data
sheets, chemicals, and asbestos and safety procedures.
1-159 Handling The Difficult Parent Contact (Color/23:17 Mins.)
Parents can be a handful, too. Prepare your drivers with practical ideas and skills to handle difficult parents and
resolve disputes. With this helpful program, your drivers will learn methods of engaging a difficult parent.





Power of questions
Empathetic response
Effective verbal directions
Proper disengagement in volatile situations

1-160 Evacuating The School Bus (Color/22:29 Mins.)
Teach your school bus drivers how to evacuate a bus in an emergency. This program provides an overview on
preparing and practicing a quick, well planned evacuation drill.





Deciding where and when to evacuate
Safety and emergency equipment
Developing an emergency plan
The evacuation drill

1-161 Drug Free Workplace Supv. Edt. (Color/33 Mins.)
A supervisors view and responsibility on identifying, creating and enforcing a drug—free work place.
1-162 A DUI Story...What If (Color/23 Mins.)
A DUI accident changes the life of a friend, family and co-workers. Listen to powerful testimony of all those lives
were turned upside down.

1-163 School Trans. Security Awareness (Color/25 Mins.)
The possibility of a school bus becoming the target of a security threat is difficult to imagine. But the facts are
unambiguous. School buses are vulnerable to attack by hijackers, suicide bombers, disgruntled parents and
remotely detonated explosive devices. But operations, including school buses, have been and will continue to be
targets of those who use violence to promote their agendas. This DVD depicts an over-taken (hijacked) school bus,
with students, from the beginning to the end.
1-164 Driven To Distraction (Color/20 Mins.)
This ground breaking program illustrates just how dangerous distracted driving can be. The main character is
the embodiment of the various distractions that accompany drivers. Watch as he gleefully plots and plans to take
attention from the road. The impact of this program is powerful and memorable.





Cell phone use
Talking to passengers
Reaching into laptop case
Eating and drinking

1-165 Backing, Parking & Intersections (Color/17 Mins.)
A focus is placed on three of the most dangerous situations concerning driving for any type of driver. Excellent
advice is provided to reduce the risk involved with all three topics.
1-166 It’s Up To Me (Color/14 Mins.)
Each of us wants a safe place to work and most of us understand what it takes to have an injury-free workplace,
but all too often we don’t think that it’s up to us to make it that way. We just assume that someone else will do it.
We all have our reasons for not taking action when we see a co-worker commit an unsafe act, but we must set
aside our usual excuses and say “I want a workplace that’s injury-free and if that’s going to happen, then it’s up to
me.
Through several injury scenarios, meshed with stanzas from the powerful poem, viewers will see both the right
way and wrong way to respond to unsafe situations. After watching this video, your employee’s will be
compelled to report or correct unsafe situations and understand that an injury-free workplace is “up to me.”
1-167 Small Falls Are A Big Deal (Color/19 Mins.)
KILLER FALLS
There are some places you just know you don’t want to fall down from—the top of a 300 -- foot cliff or metal
stairs leading up to the top of a 100—Foot oil tank.






If you fall down something like that, you just know you’re going to be seriously injured if you survive at
all.
These types of falls are known as “killer falls.
”You don’t have to fall 100 feet to have a serious injury or a killer fall.
It could be as mundane as slipping on some ice in the parking lot or as simple as tripping over a pallet on a
loading dock or rushing down a few stairs.
If you’re involved in a killer fall, it doesn’t really matter if it was spectacular or it was mundane; you’re still
dead.

1-168 Think & Be Safe (Color/17 Mins.)
While working as a firefighter and a paramedic, Martin Lesperance frequently hears injury victims say “I just
wasn’t thinking” or “I didn’t think.” If not thinking about safety can cause injury, pain, suffering and death,
thinking about safety could prevent harm; thinking about safety could prevent injury, pain, suffering and death.
In this live presentation, Martin uses his on-the-job experiences to show that taking a moment to think and act
can have a huge impact on our lives and the lives of our families.
1-169 What Would You Say? (Color/16 Mins.)
The DVD begins in a work setting where a man (Charlie) is standing on the very top of a ladder, reaching to make
repairs on equipment above him. A co-worker (Jack) approaches Charlie and imagines him falling from his
ladder. Jack thinks about saying something to him. But, concerned that Charlie would just get angry, Jack leaves
without saying anything. Nearby, the supervisor (George) notices what has just happened. He hurries over to
Charlie and tells him to get down from the ladder and get a taller one.

1-170 Crisis Preparedness For Schools (Color/17:55 Mins.)
Schools must help their staff develop a proactive, organized and thought-out plan for any emergency situation.
This program covers assessing hazards, managing a crisis, and discusses prevention and preparation.






Planning team strategy
Prevention mitigation
Preparedness
Response
Recovery

1-171 Getting Around: Alternatives For Seniors Who No Longer Drive ( Color/27:57 Mins.)
Join host Jerry Mathers (The Beaver in “Leave it to Beaver”) as he explores developing mobility options to help
older, at-risk drivers plan for and transition to life-after-driving. Footage chronicles the challenges older driver
and their family’s face, the dilemmas presented to family doctors and state agencies, and effective, long-term
solutions some communities have developed as an alternative to the car.
1-171 The Older & Wiser Driver (Color/22:38 Mins.)
Award-winning DVD shows how to compensate for changes that come with age to continue driving safely. Learn
about vision, cognition, physical fitness, and side-effects of common medication as older drivers discuss their
strategies for safe driving.

1-173 Defensive Driving Skills For School Bus Drivers (Color/17 Mins.)
Your school bus drivers maneuver a 25,000 pound vehicle in all kinds of weather and road conditions, and they
maintain control of dozens of students with their backs turned! This important program covers the 3 A’s of
defensive driving – Attitude, Awareness and Action – and explains how bus drivers use them to avoid
catastrophic accidents.




Keeping a positive attitude
Preparing for the unexpected
Taking control of your own safety

1-174 Transporting Students With Special Needs: Don’t Lose Your Touch (Color/17:10 Mins.)
Special students may rely on touch to communicate to others. School bus drivers who are responsible for these
students must promote safety and foster healthy relationship connections. Touch to convey respect and concern;
Touch for attention and calming; Touch to restrain or teach.
1-175 Dealing With Young Riders: Giving Directives (Color/37 Mins.)
This program is part of a series that your driver trainer will use to teach drivers how to stop disruptive behavior
and give directives that students will follow. The techniques are simple, easy to learn and they work.
Over 100,000 school bus drivers have used these techniques with great success.
Personalizing and other pitfalls.
Four steps to giving directives that students will follow.
1-176 Dealing With Young Riders: Dealing With Groups (Color/31 Mins.)
This program is part of a series that your driver trainer will use to teach drivers how to stop disruptive behavior
and give directives that students will follow. The techniques are simple, easy to learn and they work.
Over 100,000 school bus drivers have used these techniques with great success.
Understanding group dynamics and children.
A simple and effective approach to controlling group behavior.
1-177 Dealing With Young Riders: Communication (Color/36 Mins.)
This program is part of a series that your driver trainer will use to teach drivers how to stop disruptive behavior
and given directives and that students will follow. The techniques are simple, easy to learn and they work.
Over 100,000 school bus drivers have used these techniques with great success.
Sending the messages, "I care, and I'm in control."
Three verbal techniques for gathering information and calming things down.

1-178 Dealing With Young Riders: Stopping Disruptive Behavior (Color/23 Mins.)
This program is part of a series that your driver trainer will use to teach drivers how to stop disruptive behavior
and give directives that students will follow. The techniques are simple, easy to learn and they work.
Over 100,000 school bus drivers have used these techniques with great success.
Understanding group dynamics and children
1-179 Defensive Driving: A Supervisor’s Guide (Color/17 Mins.)
It provides supervisor’s with awesome information on doing a constructive ride along. It also shows how to
observe driver’s behaviors and how to bring corrections to unsafe driving habits in a positive way.
1-180 Heat Stress: Staying Healthy, Working Safely (Color/13 Mins.)
The program explains how to protect your body in high temperatures/high humidity environments. It covers ways
to stay hydrated including what not to drink, proper clothing. It also covers proper ways to cool someone down if
showing signs of heat exhaustion and heat stroke.
1-181 Safe Operation and Use of Pneumatic Tools (Color/10 Mins.)
This DVD provides general safety information relating to pneumatic tool use including PPE, tool inspection,
hazards of compressed air, safe operation of tools and how to properly connect and disconnect the air hose.
1-182 Before You Turn The Key (Color/20 Mins.)
Before You Turn The Key is a program about what we need to do every time we get in a vehicle,
before we turn the key. We'll follow the main character, Highway Patrolman Ben Sullivan, as he describes the
incidents that could have been avoided if people would only take the time to think and pay attention to their car.
We will see the loss of a young child and the emotional distress caused by the carelessness of a driver. The
program will show how making the right choices before you turn the key in any vehicle may save a life. Maybe
even your own.










Be able to custom fit almost any vehicle to their body
Know how to properly adjust their mirrors to achieve optimum view
Understand the importance how safety belts and airbags work together
Know the importance of a walk-around inspection
Understand that various seat adjustments are for comfort and safety
Know how to avoid distractions while driving by being familiar with the dashboard and instruments
Know the proper position for the headrest to prevent neck injuries
Know how to protect themselves and others when backing up
Understand the simple precautions you take before you turn the key can help save lives.

1-183 Defensible Use of Force on the Bus (Color/28 Mins.)
In these times of lawsuits and litigations, school bus drivers encounter the dilemma of using force in dangerous
situations. This important program provides information and techniques for deciding when and how to use force
properly.




Types of force
Documenting incidents
Role play and practice

1-184 Breaking Up Fights On The Bus (Color/6 Mins.)
What do you do with kids fighting inside the bus? Bus drivers must be aware of possible causes and
consequences of fights. This comprehensive program gives insights and techniques to handle physically
aggressive students.




Safety and noncombatant riders
Safety of drivers
Safety of fighting students

1-185 Bus Drivers: “Managing Emergencies” (Color/30 Mins.)
Many people tend to panic in an emergency and complicate the situation, so your first job will be to remain calm
and attempt to calm others. Students are already emotional to begin with, so in the event of an emergency, their
emotions become supercharged and it will be up to you to manage them and keep them safe.
This DVD will address three main type of emergencies:








Bus accidents
Sick or injured riders
Bus breakdowns
To manage conflicts with students or between students
The guidelines for dealing with conflicts with parents/guardians
To be aware of others or suspicious persons.
The safety of those aboard your bus depends on your skill, your judgment, and your attitude.

1-186 Making Seconds Count – An introduction to emergency procedures (Color/19 Mins.)
This video reenacts, in dramatic detail, the actions that school bus drivers must take, following a serious school
bus accident. This program can be used to help prepare school bus drivers to understand the most important
steps that every driver must implement, in order to save the lives of serious injured students.
1-187 Old Children In Traffic (Color/13 Mins.)
Classic DVD that shows how children see the road differently from adults and provides critical insight on why
children behave unexpectedly. How does children’s development affect their perception of traffic? What
behaviors should adults watch for when driving around children? This must-see DVD for all drivers and parents
presents real-life footage in an interesting and informative format.
1-188 Pre-Trip Inspection (Color/12 Mins.)
Up-to-date guidelines for this most important procedure. Includes extensive instructions for correct mirror
adjustment.
1-189 Wheelchair Transportation (Color/13 Mins.)
Provides detailed instruction on handling and securing wheelchairs on and off the bus. Includes specific
wheelchairs on and off the bus. Includes specific instruction on how to make the experience as pleasant as
possible for the student in a wheelchair.
1-190 Transporting Infants and Toddlers (Color/14 Mins.)
Based on guidelines developed by NHTSA, this program demonstrates driver/attendant procedures for the
proper way to secure infants and toddlers in approved child safety restraints. As pupil transportation
departments face and increasing demand to transport preschoolers – even infants – this is a must have program.
1-191 School Bus Safety: It’s All Black and White (Color/10 Mins.)
All new program, with help from a former Disney mime, teaches young riders school bus safety rules. Good for
students from k-4th grade.
1-192 Keeping A lid On It – Behavior Management Practices for the School Bus (Color/16 Mins.)
Gives drivers practical ideas for how to deal with minor as well as major problems on the bus.
1-193 The End of the Road Color(9:00 Mins.)
A program designed especially to show middle-school bus riders that features real students
dramatically illustration the potent tragic results of horseplay on the bus.

1-194 In Case of Emergency (Color/14 Mins.)
A program on emergency evacuation procedures, suitable for all age groups, covering how and
when to use each emergency exit and what to do when you leave the bus.
1-195 Road To Compliance For Special Ed Driver’s (Color/25 Mins.)
Peggy Burns is owner of Education Compliance Group, an organization committed to addressing legal
compliance issues in education. As and Legal Services for Adam's 12 Five Star Schools in Colorado, Peggy has
advised and trained administrators throughout the public school system on day-to-day legal matters. Now a fulltime consultant, she focuses on school transportation law and policy.

1-196 Risky Business
You probably don't think of motor vehicle crash statistics when you're getting into a car with a group of friends -but you should be aware of them. Why?
In 2003, teenagers accounted for 10 percent of the United States population, but comprised 13 percent of motorvehicle crash fatalities. A total of 5,691 teenagers died that year, and speeding only makes things worse. Nearly
one-quarter of the people who died in speed-related crashes were between ages 15 and 20. And boys stand a
greater chance of dying in a motor vehicle crash than girls. For example, 66 percent of the deaths in 2003 were
males.
1-197 First Aid For School Bus Driver’s (Color/27 Mins.)
When a medical issue occurs on a school bus, bus drivers must learn what actions to take. This compelling
video, details the legal liabilities involved in treating students, how to create an effective action plan for first aid
treatment, and highlights the most important areas of first aid safety to insure your drivers know what to do.
1-198 How To Avoid Blind Spots (Color/7 Mins.)
One of the leading causes of fatal or serious accidents is when a school bus strikes a pedestrian. This often
occurs where a mirror or other objects obstructs the drivers view. This video demonstrates where blind spots
exist on the bus and the video offers preventative techniques.
1-199 Tail Swing For School Bus Drivers (Color/16 Mins.)
Demonstrations include: Understanding the tail swing effect when making turns:




The difference of tail swing when driving a conventional versus transit bus
Demonstrations in the field of stall backing
How to avoid hitting problem objects during tail swing and other examples that explain tail swing.

1-200 Reference Point Driving (Color/32 Mins.)
This comprehensive video program demonstrates how to find and use reference points to determine lane
position, and to execute proper left and right turns, backing into a stall, stopping at railroad crossings, parallel
parking and more.
1-201 The Five Sees of Driving (Color/13 Mins.)
A defensive driving program using the 5 Sees of Driving to prevent accidents and anticipate hazards which could
cause them.
1-202 City and Country Driving (Color/18 Mins.)
This program covers the different driving skills required for driving in urban, suburban and rural areas and along
the roads and highways that connect these areas.
1-203 Brakes and Braking (Color/22 Mins.)
This program details how the different types of brake systems work and how to test air brakes and hydraulic
brakes. The program also covers the effects of traction, resistance and braking time on stopping, and what to do
in the event of brake failure.
1-204 You and Your Bus (Color/19 Mins.)
Everybody sees differently. This video program shows a simple exercise to determine each driver's depth
perception. Once all your drivers have done this brief exercise, it will become clear to them why you stress that
each driver must learn about and set up his/her own bus to fit themselves. The program also covers setting up
the seat for proper driving and blind spots and mirror use.
1-205 In Less Than A Second (Color/13 Mins.)
This program shows a graphic presentation of what happens in the first second after a vehicle collides with a
stationary object at 55 MPH. It also covers various formulas for how to calculate reaction time and stopping
distances at various speeds, and how to maintain a proper vehicle interval.
1-206 Blood borne Pathogen Protection for School Bus Drivers (Color/7 Mins.)
This critical program will help ensure that school bus drivers understand the Standard Precautions that can
prevent the spread of blood borne diseases.




Blood borne diseases in transportation
Transmission and prevention
Personal protective equipment

1-207 Emotional Wreck (Color/23 Mins.)
Aggressive driving is responsible for 1,500 deaths each year. Give your employees this eye-opening look at what
constitutes aggressive driving, what contributes to it and how one driver's acts can cause a "domino effect" of bad
decisions that may lead to tragedy. After watching this dramatic expose of the dangers of impatience, selfishness,
obliviousness and competitiveness behind the wheel, your employees are sure to take a deep breath and drive as
if their lives depend on it.
You and your employees will watch as the four main characters are egged on by the narrator who is riding shotgun
or in the backseat with each of them. They unwittingly play right into his hands by getting impatient, allowing
distractions, being aggressive, driving to "win" and ignoring the rules and other cars on the road. Watch with
horror as he brings one scenario to a tragic end.





Learn the official definitions and see examples of aggressive driving
Understand its causes and effects
See past deadly psychological traps
Apply safe driving practices to avoid or defend against aggressive driving

1-208 Backing up procedures for School Bus Drivers (Color/20 Mins.)
Basic backing up procedures will include:





Serpentine
Sharp Crossover
Straight line backing
Stall backing

In addition, examples of using backing up in the field will be demonstrated.
1-209 Crash Course: Reporting Vehicle Incidents (Color/16 Mins.)
Incidents Car crashes are often unavoidable, but it`s important to know what to do after a car accident. This
driving safety training video provides driver instruction on how to properly handle an auto collision, such as
properly documenting the incident, making sure the vehicle`s payload is secure from the public, and just about
everything else needed to ease the aftermath of these unfortunate situations.
1-210 DDC: When Good Weather Go Bad (Color/16 Mins.)
Inclement weather can have a dramatic effect on driving conditions. This presentation provides an overview of
the various dangers that driving in bad weather poses when the weather changes suddenly. Viewers will be
shown how to handle their vehicles in winter ice, bright sun, winds, snow, rain and will also see an overview of
the general safety measures drivers must abide by such as vehicle braking distance or truck stopping distance.
Each weather condition and risk is coupled with safety tips and methods to prevent unsafe incidents and is
available for defensive driving online training.
1-211 Safe Railroad Crossing Procedures (Color/18 Mins.)
Student crossing procedures are the number 1 safety issue for school bus drivers. This video highlights these
procedures in multiple demonstrations.
This video clearly shows school bus drivers the most important procedure when crossing students. A separate
version is available for California.
Highlights:





How to safely load and unload students
How to safely cross students
How and when to use the 8 light system
How to do the 5 point mirror check and awareness of the danger zone

1-212 School Bus Brake System-Braking Technique (Color/18 Mins.)
The helpful techniques in this program teach drivers how brakes function and the importance of using them
properly.






How brakes work
Pre-trip inspections
Good braking practices
Response to brake failure
Braking skid recovery

1-213 Driving Safely In Winter Conditions (Color/18 Mins.)
This quality driver’s education video depicts winter driving hazards with footage in real winter conditions in all
climates. This safe driving video instructs the viewer how to recognize hazards and avoid auto accidents. This
driving training video also covers driving safely in all types of inclement weather, including: winter ice, sleet,
snow, rain, wind, sun glare, and even special tips to navigate roads after the first rain of the season.
1-214 Modern Driving Hazards (Color/19 Mins.)
This program analyzes the four stages of "road rage" and the steps drivers can take to keep themselves from
becoming a victim of violence. The use of cellular phones and other modern devices is also reviewed.





Stage 1 - Misplaced anger and uncontrolled emotion
Stage 2 - Trigger incident Stage
Stage 3 - First angry reaction
Stage 4 - Retaliation and escalation

1-215 Driven To Distraction II (Color/20 Mins.)
Nearly 6,000 people died in 2008 from fatal crashes involving distracted drivers, according to the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration. Distracted driving continues to be an epidemic on our roads. Help raise awareness
of this dangerous practice among your employees with this high-impact training DVD. Once, again, the Distraction
Demon rides along with various drivers egging them on to give in to the myriad of distractions tempting today's
drivers.








Cell phone use
Talking to passengers
Reaching into laptop case
GPS
Chatting, texting, tweeting
MP3 players
Personal grooming

1-216 School Crisis Planning Intruder Drill (Color/14 Mins.)
What should your staff do if there’s an intruder on school premises? This vital program teaches staff and
students to manage an intruder emergency by emphasizing the importance of prevention and preparation.




Preparing for a drill
Safety measures
Holding a practice drill

1-217 Power Lift: Lifting Training That Works (Color/19 Mins.)
Most of us have been trained to lift objects with the traditional bend your knees and keep your back straight
technique, but it doesn't work. This method forces us to overuse our knees and legs and our backs still end up
bearing the brunt of the load. Dr. Michael Schaefer has recognized the flaws of the conventional lifting technique
and developed a safe, easy and stronger lifting position...The PowerLift.







The structure of the back and why back lifting can be so harmful.
Flaws of the traditional "squat lift" technique.
Cumulative injury and scar tissue.
Keeping the spine in a "neutral position" and the basics of the wide stance PowerLift.
The four lifts derived from the PowerLift concept: Tipping Load, Tripod Lift, Golfer's Bend and Lean-Bar
Lifting techniques.
Adding strength and balance to a lift by bridging.

1-218 Defensive Driving For School Bus Drivers (Color/15 Mins.)
Your school bus drivers maneuver a 25,000 pound vehicle in all kinds of weather and road conditions, and they
maintain control of dozens of students with their back turned! This important program covers the 3 A's of
defensive driving -- Attitude, Awareness and Action -- and shows how your bus drivers can put them to work to
avoid catastrophic accidents.




Attitude: Your first defense
Awareness: Expect the unexpected
Action: Take control of your safety

1-219 Pre-Trip Inspection: A Circle of Safety (Color/12 Mins.)
This pre trip inspection video discusses the importance of pre-trip inspections. It shows that pre-trip vehicle
inspections are a necessary part of every work day before a vehicle is in operation and explains why each point of
inspection is checked, and how the inspection can ensure driver safety before the work day even begins. This pretrip video stresses the importance of the pre-trip safety inspection so that each driver can take responsibility for
knowing their own vehicle and how to keep it safe.
1-220 Defensive Driving: I Could See It Coming (Color/14 mins.)
After automobile accidents, phrases like "I didn`t see them coming" or, "they came out of nowhere" are common.
This defensive driving video can provide driving education on how to correct a range of common driving mistakes,
as well as teaches drivers the importance of awareness on the road. It covers such topics as: safety cushions,
inclement weather, visual road scanning, stopping distance, pre-trip inspections, avoiding distracted driving, and
much more. A must have for any manager whose employees are on the road, and a must see for any driver.
1-221 Trucks, Vans & Other Delivery Vehicles (Color/16 Mins.)
This highly effective driving training video gives drivers training on how to safely operate delivery vehicles before,
during and after a delivery. Topics covered include pre-trip inspections, proper truck backing, loading dock
safety, proper turning techniques, truck stopping distance and how to improve bad driving habits. Proper truck
driving techniques for vehicles carrying heavy loads and/or passengers in inclement weather and hazardous road
conditions are demonstrated. Awareness, practicality and common sense are emphasized in the driving safety
tips given.
1-222 Distracted Driving: Real Accidents, Real Stories (Color/16 Mins.)
We will follow the personal stories of workers and their families whose lives have been affected by distracted
driving accident. Each story is unique, yet the common thread is the far-reaching impact of becoming distracted
for even one second on the road. The distractions discussed include cell phones, paperwork and on-board
computers, among others. Each story becomes a teaching scenario WHERE viewers will learn through distracted
drivers training, the actions that could have prevented each incident. These realistic situations have a strong
impact and make the lessons in this driving safety course easy for viewers to identify with and learn from.
1-223 Driving Distraction of Everyday Driver (Color/18 Mins.)
In this driving safety training video, viewers will become familiar with common driver distractions like cell phone
driving, from creating unsafe situations on the road, and how to prevent them from affecting their safe driving
practices. Topics covered include: safe and effective use of comfort controls, GPS technology and cell phones, as
well as how to handle additional unexpected distractions inside and outside of the vehicle.

1-224 Why We Drive The Way We Do (Color/11 Mins.)
This presentation is for experienced drivers who would benefit from learning why we make the mistakes we make
out on the road. The video will help with general drivers training and will provide viewers with an understanding of
what it means to be a professional driver. Driving safety tips are given and the risks drivers take on a daily basis
will be individually identified. Drivers will be taught how to minimize distractions and to remember w hy defensive
driving should be their number one job.
1-225 The Extreme Driving Quiz (Color/45 Mins.)
This amazing film covers drivers going the wrong way, dealing with road rage, driving distractions, escaping from
a submerged vehicle, how to help someone that is trapped in a vehicle on fire, dealing safely with a carjacker,
what to do if locked in the trunk of a car, how to handle a fender bender, what to do if the breaks fail, what to do
when you meet a drunk driver on the road, what to do to try and stop your car from rolling over and what to do if
it does, dealing with a stall on the train tracks, how to survive a pile-up crash that you are headed towards, how to
handle extreme fog, how to survive being struck by lightning in a car, what to do when hail gets large enough to
break your windows while driving, surviving a tornado about to hit your car, and helpful tips to deal with other
situations that we all dread being in. With pictures and video of vehicles in these situations, this film is a must
see for all drivers.
1-226 Fatal Stop (Color/24 Mins.)
Description: This program is designed to develop awareness in the viewer of why pre-trip inspections are
required and the potential consequences of not doing a thorough inspection every time a bus is to carry
students. In this reenactment of actual occurrences, a field trip ends prematurely with an overturned bus and
bleeding students. We go back through the events that lead up to the tragedy. We see that the driver did a poor
pre-trip inspection, not only on the bus, but also of himself. During the unfolding story, we examine each element
if the pre-trip inspection and discuss the “what if’s”.
Key Points:
•
•
•

Demonstrate why a complete pre-trip inspection must be done
Show the actual consequences of some sloppy pre-trip inspections
Motivate EVERY driver to do a complete pre-trip inspection

1-227 Cure For Conflict (Color/31 Mins.)
Description: This program deals with disciple problems for Junior High and High School students, since this age
group tends to pose the largest discipline problems. The program will teach viewers on how to improve their
leadership skills and understanding of the constructive handling of discipline problems. The key points are
driven home through the use of two mime actors. One plays the role of the student, the other plays the role of the
driver. By seeing the challenges of pupil transportation through the each other’s eyes, the driver can develop
discipline-handling skills.
Key Points:
•
•
•
•

How drivers and students look at school transportation differently
How to create and maintain a safe, orderly school bus
Identify Leadership qualities
Identify students’ needs

1-228 School Bus Drivers Positively in Control (Color/13 Mins.)
This program tackles the issue of school bus driver attitude and how it directly affects safety. Training tips include
correct examples of preventative measures drivers can take to improve the safety of students and ensure safe bus
operation.
 Attitude pre-inspection
 Being a positive role model
 Controlling student behavior
 Safe loading and unloading
 Leaving stress at home

1-229 Dealing With Asthma, Diabetes & Epilepsy In Schools (Color/13 Mins.)
This program covers three common medical conditions and how to help students deal with them -- both day-today and in emergencies. When you are able to treat a student's medical condition as a normal part of life, you
encourage them -- and their fellow students to act this way as well. In turn, students can stop focusing on their
medical condition and put their energy towards daily living and creating a bright future.





Asthma - how to recognize an episode, possible triggers
Diabetes - symptoms of high and low blood sugar, what to do in each case
Epilepsy - physical signs of seizure, complete vs. partial seizure
Setting the tone - leading by example

1-230 School Violence Draw The Line (Color/20 Mins.)
Featuring family members of a victim of school violence and interviews with experts, as well as a violent
perpetrator, this dynamic presentation provides compelling reasons to prevent conflicts in school and to stop
bullying behavior from escalating into acts of violence. This moving program provides an excellent forum for:




Teaching students how to avoid or resolve conflicts
Providing students with definitions of bullying behavior and its consequences
Offering strategies for dealing with situations that may seem overwhelming to a young person

1-231 School Violence Expect The Unexpected (Color/20 Mins.)
Help teachers, administrators and school staff understand how to prevent school violence. This program covers
the warning signs of potentially violent youth and the imminent warning signs of violence. It also covers steps to
take to de-escalate a potentially violent situation, as well as the Crisis Prevention Plan and what to do when
violence erupts in your school.





Warning signs of potential violence
Imminent warning signs of violence
How to de-escalate potentially violent situations
How to respond when violence erupts

1-232 Safety Techniques for Special Needs School Bus Drivers (Color/24 Mins.)
This brand new video covers safety procedures for loading and unloading special needs students. It also covers
different types of tie downs and how to tie down wheelchairs using newer retractor tie downs and ratchet style tie
downs. Also goes over Back safety, manually operating the lift and much more. A good refresher for veteran
drivers and need to know information for new drivers.
1-233 School Transportation Law 2010 Peggy Burns (Color/56 Mins.)
It’s becoming increasingly clear that it’s very difficult for many school transportation professionals to travel to
conferences because of budget and time limitations.
In the DVD Peggy explains recent legislative changes, and discusses cases about transporting students and
employment challenges. While watching this DVD will be a lot like attending a live in-service session.






You don’t have to leave your office
You can watch it at your own convenience
You can control the time you spend on the material by watching in sections, or all at once
You can replay parts, and
You can share with other staff members – and they don’t have to leave the office either

1-234 The Moment of Truth (Color/25 Mins.)
Loading and unloading of school buses is a critical part of your operation. This PTSI training video provides an indepth analysis of “best practices” for school bus safety. It stresses the importance of providing training and route
information for substitute drivers. Packed with more detail on bus safety than any other video you can buy.
1-235 Someone Who Made a Difference (Color/16 Mins.)
How much of an impact does a bus attendant or bus driver have on children? This unique video takes place in the
not too distance future, as a high school senior works on her college application. As she works on an essay, the
student recollects how an attendant touched her life at a very difficult time in her childhood. Guaranteed to
stimulate discussion and reflection in your frontline transportation staff about attitude, professionalism, and
caring. Includes written discussion questions.

1-236 If Buses Could Talk (Color/18 Mins.)
This humorous and provocative new video imagines what buses might say about their drivers if buses could talk.
We “overhear” a veteran and a rookie bus as they express real faith in the driving skills and talents of their drivers,
but are deeply perplexed by the morale problems they’ve seen recently. This video, which explores a number of
scenarios involving drivers relating to each other in the break room, will get your drivers laughing, talking and
thinking about the relationship between morale, professionalism and safety. Includes written discussion questions.
1-237 Out of Sight Out of Mind (Color/12 Mins. 2007)
Leaving a child on a school bus happens much too often. To a child, it’s traumatic – it can also be life- threatening.
This professionally produced video dramatically shows what can happen when a driver makes that critical error in
judgment and skips the post-trip bus inspection. An interview with a 20-year veteran driver whose life was changed
after making that error in judgment drives that point home.
1-238 Stranger Awareness For Kids (Color/12 Mins.)
This new cross animated video is directed at beginning elementary aged students (4-8). It shows young students
who would be considered a stranger, what to say or do when a stranger approaches and much more.
1-239 Safe Turning Procedures For School Bus Driver’s (Color/24 Mins.)
The importance of knowing how to safely and accurately make turns in a school bus is demonstrated in this video.
Right and left turns are broken down into their component parts, so drivers will be able to visualize each part of a
turn. Animation, training exercise and live demonstrations make this a lively and interesting program.
HIGHLIGHTS: How to make RIGHT and LEFT hand turns. Training and Field exercises to demonstrate turns.
Animation to demonstrate pathway of bus through turns. Right way and Wrong way to make the turn. How the
length of the bus effects the turn. Components of turn; turning points, ground reference point and imaginary line.
1-240 Drug & Alcohol Awareness For School Bus Driver’s (Color/28 Mins.)
This video is a heads up for all school bus drivers. It gives dramatizations and shows situational issues that
could ultimately affect a school bus driver’s career from the misuse of alcohol and drugs while on or off the job.
1-241 Winter Driving Safety For School Bus Driver’s No Chains (Color/22 Mins.)
Driving on snow or ice requires a skill set that every school bus driver will need. This video demonstrates these
skills. In addition, there is a special section on what students must know about winter riding conditions.
1-242 Driving in the Rain (Color/7 Mins. 2003)
Reduced visibility and slippery roads can make driving in the rain hazardous. Even in a light drizzle, driving
conditions can be downright dangerous. To maintain control of your vehicle, it¹s important to take preventative
measures.
1-243 Five Point Mirror Check (Color/5 Mins.)
This teaches bus drivers a methodical and through way to go through a 5 point mirror checks. The idea that is
paramount in this video is to make sure maximum safety issues are followed at all times.
1-244 Pre-Trip Inspection for Your School Bus Drivers (Color/14 Mins.)
Ensure the safety of your students before the bus leaves school grounds. This program provides a detailed
checklist for drivers to use for pre-trip inspections.





Around, inside and outside the bus
Engine compartment
Required documents
Brakes and emergency equipment

1-245 Driving Distraction of the Professional Driver (Color/15 Mins.)
This distracted driving training video will help to improve safety among those who drive your fleet. In this
presentation on how professional drivers can prepare for safe driving, drivers will learn how to refine their driving
skills while on the road. The material covered in this driving safety training video displays the host of possible
distractions professional drivers face and how to avoid them. Safety practices like pre-trip planning, knowing how
to handle unexpected inclement weather and handling everyday driving hazards on the job are just
a few of the practices covered.

1-246 Hoods Under The Hood (Color/9 Mins. 1991)
Vigilante auto repairmen working for an insurance company try to help vehicle owners properly maintain their
vehicles to safety standards. In the end the responsibility lies with each of us who own or operate a vehicle to
keep it safe through proper maintenance.
1-247 Look, Listen, & Live (6 mins.)
Can a company truck or private vehicle win a face-off with a 100-car train? Questions about railroad crossing
safety are answered.
1-248 Star Witness – Accident Reporting (Color/4 Mins. 2004)
Observing details of an accident and accurately reporting them can save lives. Once the course of an accident is
understood, measures can be taken for future prevention.
1-249 U.S. Department of Transportation Regulations: Overview (Color/6 Mins. 1999)
The US Department of Transportation regulations affect millions of transportation workers, including school bus
drivers, certain commercial truck drivers, motor coach operators, and mass transit employees. To help ensure
safety, employees must know and follow the D.O.T. regulations applicable to their jobs or workplaces.
1-250 Fire Extinguishers – Safe Use (Color/6 Mins. 2002)
Portable fire extinguishers, when used properly, can minimize personal and property damage if a fire occurs.
Knowing when and how to use a fire extinguisher is one key to fire safety.
1-251 Fire Extinguishers – Classification (Color/7 Mins. 2002)
When used properly, a portable fire extinguisher can save lives and property. However, if you use the wrong type
of extinguisher, you can make the fire worse and endanger yourself. Read labels to determine safe and proper use
before attempting to extinguish a fire.
1-252 Take Time for Safety (Color/16 Mins.)
In this program, workers learn the very real hazards associated with rushing and being in a hurry. Through
various examples, viewers will learn to recognize the symptoms of becoming rushed; why "hurried working" is
so dangerous and what steps they can take to stay safe.





How to recognize the symptoms of becoming rushed.
Why “hurried working” is so dangerous.
What steps employees can take to properly plan and manage their time.
What is meant by the saying, “When you hurry, all you do is hurry up and hurt.

1-253 Beating A Blowout (Color/3:25 Mins. 2004)
When a tire blows, proper driver action can prevent a more serious accident. Simple but important guidelines are
demonstrated.
1-254 Cellular Phones And Two-Way Radios
Cellular phones and two-way radios offer great benefit, but may also create distractions that increase a driver's
risk. When on the road, it's important to concentrate on safe and defensive driving, and not on making or
answering calls.
1-255 Stay Low, Stay Alive (Color/5:30 Mins. 2002)
In most fires, smoke and toxic gases are the real killers. Smoke is an angry, vengeful menace who demands
respect, or it will kill.
1-256 The Moment of Impact (Color/6 Mins. 2002)
Automobile accidents cause nearly half of all accidental deaths in the United States. Learn how to survive and
what to do after an accident.
1-257 Pulling Trailers (Color/7 Mins. 1997)
Towing a trailer is a big responsibility. Not only must you be concerned with your own safety, but you must also
take steps to ensure the safety of other vehicles on the road. Whether you're towing a light boat, a utility trailer, a
camper, or a motor home, it's important to prepare the trailer and the tow vehicle properly, and to follow safe
procedures for handling your vehicle.
1-258 Backing Up (Color/5:30 Mins. 1994)
Safely backing up large trucks, trailers, and other vehicles can be a challenging task requiring more than a little
skill. Mishaps can be prevented if some simple precautions and guidelines are followed.

1-259 City Driving (Color/5 Mins. 1994)
City driving can be difficult and dangerous. To drive like a professional, you need to know what to focus on.
Learn the answer to this and many other important driving questions.
1-260 Intersections (Color/5:30 Mins. 1995)
Nearly half of all urban accidents occur at intersections. Covered are important driving safety issues for
Intersections.
1-261 Drug Testing (Color/5 Mins. 1994)
Many organizations employ drug testing to protect employees from unsafe conditions, it is done fairly and
randomly and under routine circumstances. Employee cooperation and understanding of the methods applied
will help keep the work environment safe.
1-262 Night Driving (Color/3 Mins. 1990)
At night, driving even familiar streets and highways can become more difficult and dangerous. Safety tips for
nighttime driving are shown.
1-263 Road Rage (Color/5:30 Mins. 1998)
Road Rage is a type of aggressive driving that occurs when a driver reacts angrily to other drivers. Road Rage is a
factor in many traffic accidents. To be safe, drive courteously, and avoid potentially dangerous or competitive
situations.
1-264 Driver Safety Begins With Attitude (Color/6 Mins. 2004)
Your attitude will affect your driving. If you are hurried, distracted or angry, you could be a serious safety threat
on the road. Improve your driving skills - and your odds of arriving at your destination safely - by letting go of
negative emotions when you get behind the wheel.
1-265 Defensive Driving Part II: Strategies (Color/7 Mins. 1998)
Hazardous traffic situations may be created by adverse weather or by unskilled or careless drivers. Learn to
protect yourself from these hazards by driving defensively.
1-266 Compressed Air Safety (Color/17 Mins.)
This program stresses the importance of working safely with compressed air to prevent injuries. Featured are four
workplace incidents that illustrate the fact that compressed air hazards are often not easily recognized, but
still can have tragic consequences.





The hazards associated with using compressed air for cleaning purposes.
The importance of hearing protection in areas where compressed air produces excessive noise levels.
What types of injuries a person can suffer when cleaning the body with compressed air.
Why it is important to inspect and maintain compressed air systems, tools and equipment.

1-267 101 Days of Summer Safety (Color/20 Mins.)
From the Memorial Day weekend through the Labor Day holiday, we enjoy all types of warm-weather events, but
summer is also a critical time for injuries. In fact, more mishaps occur during these 101 days than they do the rest
of the entire year.







Why vehicle preparation and driving safety are so important during the summer.
How to prevent sunburn and other heat-related illnesses.
How to prevent injuries when participating in summertime sports.
How to safely undertake barbecuing, yard work and other summertime events around the home.
What precautions to take when swimming, boating and operating personal watercraft.
Why you should familiarize yourself with areas outside your normal environment in the summer.

1-268 Safety Most Wanted (Color/16 Mins.)
In this episode of Safety's Most Wanted, we investigate the tendencies and modes of operation of three injury
instigators: Uncorrected Hazards, Shortcuts and Complacency. Through undercover interviews, victim
statements and reenactments, viewers will see how these culprits contribute to injuries and fatalities in our
workplaces and homes.




Each instigator's MO - Method of Operation.
Reenactments of each culprit's dastardly deed.
Lessons learned from each reenactment.

1-269 Accident Investigations for Everyone
This program features safety professional Tom Harvey. All too often the focus of an investigation is finding
someone responsible for an incident, but it should really be about finding facts, finding real causes and finding
the fixes that will prevent the incident from happening again.






The significance of reporting an accident in the first place
The role of employees, management and investigators in the investigative process
The questions that are most effective when interviewing an accident witness
The process for analyzing components of risk and implementing solutions
The importance of following up after solutions have been implemented

1-270 Tornadoes Be Prepared (Color/16 Mins.)
Help employees become prepared for the uncontrollable power of tornadoes. This program helps employees
understand the importance of taking lifesaving precautions and following proper procedures, including tornado
alerts, safe versus unsafe locations, following your company's emergency plan, and safety in vehicles and at
home.
1-271 Severe Weather Alert: Are You Prepared (Color/15 Mins.)
Would you know what to do if a severe weather event occurred in your area? Severe weather can happen
anywhere at any time. You must be prepared for severe weather because you often have to respond with little or no
notice. Making the right response can often mean the difference between being a survivor or becoming a casualty.
In this program, we will discuss severe thunderstorms and tornadoes and offer some facts, tips and warnings that
can help you survive these serious weather emergencies. Topics include severe weather watches and warnings,
hazards posed by thunderstorms, flooding and moving water, being prepared for tornadoes, emergency response
plans and precautions to take once a storm has passed.
1-272 When Lightning Strikes (Color/16 Mins.)
Severe weather can threaten our safety at any time. This video presents specific actions and precautions
employees can take to avoid hazardous lightning and electrical storm conditions. Topics include lightning
warning signals, how lightning is formed, safe and unsafe locations, and emergency treatment for victims.
1-273 School Bus Hostage (Color/30 Mins. 2007)
Train your school bus drivers to stay alert for warning signs that may lead to a hostage situation. This important
program alerts drivers to suspicious activities at bus stops, railroad crossing and other stops, as well as proper
action during a hostage situation.




Prevention
Communication techniques
Survival

1-274 School Bus Brake Systems: Steady Pressure 2007
This program educates drivers on the use of steady pressure which helps control bus stopping and starting.



Understanding pressure and the braking system
Controlling braking systems

1-275 School Bus Brake Systems: Intermittent Pressure 2007
This program trains drivers how to correctly use intermittent pressure.



Using brake pressure properly and safely
Controlling braking

1-276 School Bus Brake Systems: Braking Techniques 2007
The helpful techniques in this program teach drivers how brakes function and the importance of using them
properly.






How brakes work
Pre-trip inspections
Good braking practices
Response to brake failure
Braking skid recovery

1-277 School Bus Brake Systems: Air Brakes 2007
Being able to stop your school bus is as important as starting it. This program provides working knowledge of
brakes and how to use and test brakes for peek performance.



Dual air brake systems
Pre-trip inspections

1-278 It’s A Matter of Survival (Color/20 Mins. 2007)
A split second is all it takes for an accident. This program instructs your school bus drivers about precautions of
dealing with children ages 5 to 7.



Loading and unloading the bus
Managing the student crossing

1-279 Drowsy Driving It’s Your Wake Up Call (Color/20 Mins.)
This incredibly loaded program is filled with important information for the professional drivers who travels both
short and long distances as a part of their workday. While addressing the 100,000+ crashes that occur each year
from drowsy driving, the viewer will be taught on how to effectively identify and manage driver fatigue. Also
covered in the film are; lack of sleep, stress, diet, medications, micro naps, night driving and grave yard shifts and
the sleepy feeling when returning to the work after lunch.
1-280 Vehicle Safety Belts (Color/5 Mins.)
If this topic is really an issue for you, then this 5 minute film will do the trick.
1-281 Driving Safely: Reason On the Road (Color/15 Mins.)
This video utilizes the S.A.F.E. system to emphasize defensive driving safety. It shows drivers the importance of
alertness and time for the proper planning and execution of their driving maneuvers. It also outlines how
distracted driving and bad weather driving can make planning and safety more challenging. This safety driving
video also warns the viewer against texting while driving, eating while driving, and covers road rage online. A
fast-paced, engaging ride -- this film is a great fit for any driver.
1-282 Every 15 Minutes (Color/15 Mins.)
The gripping story in this DUI video revolves around the fact that every 15 minutes a death occurs from drunk
driving. Viewers will have the chance to see the overall effects that alcohol related deaths can cause, and the
effect on families and friends of victims. It is an emotionally driven story and gives a clear picture of the real-life
consequences of driving while intoxicated. This DUI training video is designed for a dramatic impact upon
viewers.
1-283 The Ultimate Driving Challenge (Color/30 Mins.)
This made for TV, all-star cast includes Tim Allen, Craig T Nelson and others hosting dangerous driving
scenarios. Multiple-choice questions are posed and answered while real life accidents are shown. Topics covered
include: road rage, defensive driving, distractions while driving, cell phone driving, inclement weather, stopping
distances, winter driving tips, eating while driving accidents, following too closely, bad driving habits, and other
safe driving tips that should keep driving fines to a minimum and employees out of driving school.

1-284 Commercial Driver Certification: A License To Drive (Color/25 Mins.)
This program reviews crucial information covered in the CDL test that will help drivers become safer and smarter
on the road.






Commercial classes and endorsements
Safety inspections
Air brakes
Driving skills
Handling cargo

1-285 Distracted Driving Game Over (Color/13 Mins.)
Do your employees treat driving like a game? Pushing buttons and playing recklessly as if they can just restart if
something goes wrong?
According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, in a recent year, over 5,000 people were killed
and 448,000 were injured on U.S. roadways in motor vehicle crashes that were reported to have involved
distracted driving.
This program gives your employees an eye-opening look at how distractions can easily take over in the driver's
seat and send them to a level they may not be ready for.
Remind your employees that in the game of life, there are no second chances.
1-286 Recognizing and Reporting Child Abuse (Color/19 Mins. 2007)
This program discusses the warning signs of the four types of abuse and neglect, requirements for reporting and
the HIPAA privacy issues that affect reporting and privacy.





Warning signs of abuse and neglect
The four types of abuse
Reporting abuse and neglect
Privacy issues
o Responding to a child's disclosure

1-287 Gang Awareness In Schools Know The Signs (Color/22 Mins. 2010)
Gangs can have a powerful and negative impact on your school. They engage in anti-social behaviors, bringing
drugs, weapons and the constant threat of violence that disrupts learning and creates an environment of fear and
intimidation.







This must-see program can help you recognize, control and defuse destructive gang-related activity.
Differentiate gangs from other peer groups
Understand why gangs arise, how they spread and why students join
Identify varying levels of gang involvement
Recognize gang behavior and communication methods
Take effective and appropriate measures

1-288 Safety Moments – Volume One(Color/ 6 – 2 to 4 Mins.)
1. Driver Distraction: A Main Cause of Collisions
2. It Was An Accident: It Was Just One of Those Things
3. Protect Your Head: You May Need It
4. Don't Slip When Getting in or out of a Vehicle
5. Statistics Are People
6. Always Think Of the Repercussions of Your Actions
1-290 Safety Moments – Volume Two (Color/7 – 2 to 4 Mins.)
1. You Never Know Who or Where the Nuts Are (Road Rage)
2. Lift with Care to Protect Your Back
3. You Don't Have to Fall From a Great Height to be Hurt
4. Horoscopes and Safety
5. Driving and Sleeping Don't Mix
6. It's the Simple Things That Can Hurt Us
7. A Crocodile is Like a Machine

1-291 Safety Moments – Volume Three (Color/6 – 2 to 4 Mins.)
1. Animals in the Road
2. Arrogance and Safety Don't Mix
3. Tragedies Make Us Safer
4. Use Caution in Tight Spaces
5. Pay Attention to Warning Labels
6. A Man Killed Two Young Girls
1-292 Split Second Around Your Bus (Color/12 Mins.)
What if you could freeze time to have a chance to see everything that is happening around your school bus in a
single moment? That is exactly what we did for this new video. We give a unique 360 degree perspective around
your bus and what actions need to occur to maintain safety around the school bus.
1-293 Driving In Fog, Rain & Wind For S.B. Drivers (Color/13 Mins.)
Fog, rain and heavy wind conditions are common conditions for all school bus drivers. In this video we
demonstrate how to use safe procedures when these conditions are present
1-294 The Do’s & Don’ts Of Cell Phone Use For S.B. Drivers (Color/23 Mins.)
A timely reminder of why school bus drivers should not use cell phones while driving includes: Distractions,
Policies and Student Safety. Also, gives reasons why it may be important to have a cell phone accessible and
how to use it in an appropriate and lawful manner.
1-295 Exceptions For The Use Of School Bus Warning & Stop Lights (Color/12 Mins.)
The use of school bus warning and stop lights are an A to Z procedure right? Not necessarily. This new video
gives the exceptions for the use of these lights. We also cover the reasoning for these exceptions and the correct
procedures for them.
1-296 Alcohol & The Commercial Driver (Color/13 Mins. 1991)
This DVD stresses the importance of not drinking and driving especially when operating a school bus.
1-297 Buster And The Boosters (Color/19 Mins.)
Buster, the robotic school bus, shows elementary school students how to be safe school bus riders.
1-298 If I Were A School Bus Driver (Color/15/ Mins.)
An imaginative training video where the roles are reversed - the boy becomes the bus driver while the
troublesome students are all adults.
1-299 Who's Liable (Color/22 Mins.)
Details liability and the 4 conditions that must be met to prove liability: duty, breach of duty, cause and evidence
of damage or injury.
1-300 Common Sense - Insuring Your Personal Safety (Color/15:30 Mins.)
Safety stresses the importance of putting the twin tools of common sense and personal awareness to work when
performing all job duties--not just driving and to reduce workman’s comp injuries.
1-301 For You The Veteran Driver (Color/27 Mins.)
Jim Ellis, noted transportation expert, looks at the strengths and weaknesses of being a veteran driver.
1-302 Buzzy's Safe Rider Rules (Color/18:30 Mins.)
With the help his puppeteer friend Ralph, Buzzy teaches children the rules of safe ridership, stressing the
importance of good behavior on the bus as a key to a safe ride for everyone.
1-303 Pre-Trip Inspection For School Bus Drivers (Conventional Bus) (Color/24 Mins.)
This new video covers an in depth pre trip inspection of the conventional bus. Covers: Inspecting the interior,
exterior, brake tests and much more. A valuable training resource for new and seasoned veteran driver’s alike.
1-304 Five Steps To Better Communication (Color/15 Mins.)
Drivers are shown some familiar scenes and asked how they would handle these situations.
1-305 Foundation Of Communications (Color/14 Mins./ 1992)
Defines communications and points out the problems why people tend to lead to mis-understandings.

1-306 Why Do People Act That Way? (Color/1992)
Concentrates on the underlying reasons why people tend to react the way they do.
1-307 A Matter Of Time (Color/10 Mins.)
Viewers watch through the windshield of "their" vehicle as different traffic sequences show how accidents
happen.
1-308 Driver Awareness (Color/35 Mins.)
This program puts viewers "in the driver's seat" as they watch 35 different moving traffic scenes played out in
the front of them through the windshield of "their" vehicle.
1-309 Understanding The Dysfunctional Family (21 Mins.)
Not all the challenges of special needs transportation involve the students - many drivers will say that sometimes
the greatest challenge is dealing with the parents of riders with disabilities. This program gives a better
understanding of the stress and emotional problems that sometimes lead to a parent's uncooperative or hostile
behavior. The driver who learns to be patient and understanding of both passenger's and their parents can
reduce or even eliminate these problems.
1-310 Sexuality & Socialization For Students With Disabilities (Color/9 Mins.) Ams
A twenty-two-year veteran driver trainer and specialist in working with people with disabilities, deals with the
subject of sexuality on a special Needs bus in a frank factual manner. Trainers often find this a difficult subject to
handle but this DVD simplifies your task.
SPECIAL NEEDS SENSITIVITY TRAINING
1-311 Transporting Students With Orthopedic Disabilities (Color) Ams
1-312 Transporting Students With Add/Adhd Disorders (Color) Ams
1-313 Transporting Students With Mental Disabilities (Color) Ams
1-314 Transporting Students With Visual Disabilities (Color) Ams
1-315 Transporting Students With Hearing Disabilities (Color) Ams
These DVD training programs dramatically demonstrate for your drivers and attendants the limitations and
challenges riders with disabilities face each day of their lives.
Each interactive program has a detailed TRAINER'S MANUAL with instructions on how to set up and conduct
sensitivity sessions. In these sessions, drivers experience not only the frustration of the physical conditions of
specific disabilities, but they also experience the frustration and anger that may result from dealing with these
limitations every day.
1-316 Putting The Brakes On Harassment: Training For School Bus Drivers (28:18 Mins.) Harassment on
Your Bus is a Safety Issue:





Legally speaking, the bus must be a place of safety. Harassment and bullying threaten a safe ride for
students.
Harassment is often accompanied by other behaviors that can impact the safety of the ride.
Students who are victims may strike back.
Students may choose another – less safe – means of getting to school to avoid harassment on the bus.

Other related topics on this DVD
HARASSMENT ON YOUR BUS IS A POTENTIAL BARRIER TO LEARNING
BE AWARE OF HARASSMENT ON YOUR BUS
HARASSMENT CAN OCCUR AT ANY AGE
WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?
AND DON’T FORGET HARASSMENT CAN BECOME A SERIOUS LEGAL ISSUE
WHERE CAN YOU GET MORE INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT’S EXPECTED OF YOU?

1-317 Student Management (23 Mins.)
Student behavior is always a challenge. Drivers will learn techniques for student management and the
differences in student behavior as they progress through the grade levels. A principal shows how this program
combined with a thorough understanding of the procedures used by your school district will help make the
driver’s job easier and safer.
1-318 Guns On The Bus (30 Mins.)
Features a compelling and instructional interview with a bus driver who experienced a student discharging a
handgun on his bus. Learn what happened and how he handled this volatile situation.
1-319 Growing Respect On Your Bus (30 Mins.)
"Growing Respect on Your Bus" teaches drivers and attendants the importance of establishing a respectful,
secure, bully-free school bus environment. Draws on the experience of nationally recognized anti-bullying
experts and the success of drivers and attendants. Includes discussion questions and suggestions for
preventing bullying and harassment.
1-320 Driver Education (Volume 2 – 69:30 Mins.)
Driving In Bad Weather – (1994, 9:18 mins.) Newscast-style presentation dramatizes the blind effects of fog, dust,
smoke, rain, snow, and ice. Stresses the need to choose safe speeds for adverse weather conditions and explains
when it is best to get off the road. Includes tips on vehicle maintenance that can help drivers prepare
for bad weather.
Breaking The Accident Chain Of Events -- (1994, 7:04 mins.) This DVD dramatizes through vignettes the chain of
events that lead to a traffic crash. This DVD emphasizes the need to be a responsible driver by staying alert,
being decisive, and being polite and reasonable in traffic.
Night Driving (1994, 8:49 Mins.) – Demonstrates how darkness limits drivers’ vision, includes tips to keep your
car in shape for night driving. Discusses the biggest problems drivers experience at night and how they must
adjust their driving habits.
Getting Safely Past the Orange Barrels (1992, 11:52 mins.) – Promotes cooperation in protecting the lives of
highway construction workers. Shows what construction signs, signals, and markings mean and how to adjust
driving when passing through road construction areas.
Unlocking the Mystery of Anti-Lock Brakes (1994, 15:45 mins.) – A private eye is working late one night and hears a
crash – was it the brakes? Learn how to use antilock brakes properly and how vehicles equipped with them handle
differently from those with conventional brakes.
1-321 Driver Education (Volume 1 - 34:53 Mins)
Freeway Driving shows how to merge onto a multilane highway smoothly and decisively, how to handle weave
lanes (lanes used as both entrance and exit lanes), and how to exit.
Managing Space & Time for Safe Driving illustrates how good drivers continually adjust their speed and position
to maintain a safe space cushion in traffic. Emphasizes the importance of safe following distances and active
scanning to stay alert to what is going on ahead, to the side, and behind.
Sharing the Road helps motorist understand the special concerns and dangers faced by pedestrians, truck
drivers, motorcyclist, bicyclist, and ambulance drivers, presents specific tips on how to reduce the risks of
sharing the road.
Using Your Eves Effectively demonstrates effective scanning techniques for safe driving. Learn how to gather
information through central and peripheral vision, and where to concentrate attention on the roadway. Also
covers the effects of alcohol on a driver’s visual perception.

Dangerous Crossings: A Second Thought (1994, 16:30 Mins.) - Dramatic real-life footage shows what can
happen when drivers fail to yield at railroad crossings. Includes testimonials from people involved in
railroad crossings tragedies.
1-322 Field Of Vision & About Rosco Powerpoint (1997, 25 Mins)
A video guide to proper school bus mirror adjustment in accordance with FMVSS-111
1-323 Assertive Discipline For School Bus Drivers ( Color/Part 1, 30 Mins., Part 2, 20 Mins.)
To achieve an orderly bus, drivers must learn how to manage student behavior, effectively and positively.
1-324 Mickey’s Safety Club Street (Color/13 Mins.)
Live-action, animation, and original song and clubhouse magic, Mickey and friends take a close look at some
important street safety situations including going into the street without checking for cars, taking short-cuts, and
being unaware of a car following too closely.
1-325 Ricky Raccoon Shows The Way (Color)
This wholesome, entertaining, and informative video works beautifully among your audiences to instruct them
safe ways to walk, bike, and ride school buses to and from school.
1-326 Controlling New Age Bulling In Schools ( (Color)
Bullying has evolved from a rite of passage to a major social problem. School bus drivers, teachers,
Administrators and all school employees are faced with this problem. The video is designed to show effective
techniques to change students behavior and make school employees part of a campus wide team that assertively
works to solve this problem.
1-327 School Bus Driver’s Road-e-o (Color)
1-328 Ride A Mile In My Seat (Color/25 Mins.)
This DVD discusses the complexities of driving a school bus safely; to point out safe transportation is a
collective effort involving students and drivers; and to motivate the viewer to set and follow rules for conduct
which will ensure safe transportation. This video is designed in two parts. The first characteristics affecting
safety.
1-329 Using Mirror’s (Color/15 Mins.)
Driving a school bus combines every professional driver’s responsibility of transporting children. You need to
be aware of events both inside and outside of your bus at all times even while stopped and parked. To get the
most information possible, you must use your mirrors skillfully.
1-330 Safe Driving Principles For School Bus Drivers’s (Color/18 Mins.)
This program presents examples of the many potential driving hazards of a school bus driver faces and how
best to be prepared for them.
1-331 Mirror’s On School Buses (Color/13 Mins.)
This new driver training DVD represents the current best practice on mirrors for today’s pupil transportation
operation.
Unique Features:




Uses current mirror systems and new internal ergonomics of school buses
Presents an overall program on mirrors from the drivers perspective – walking through the how’s and
why’s of mirror adjustment, and
Demonstrates from a drivers perspective the tragic outcomes of improper mirror adjustment.

1-332 Buses Are Different (Color/22 Mins.)
The maneuvering capabilities of a school bus are contrasted with those of automobile in a humorous sequence
that reminds viewers to keep the right driving “hat” on at all times. Segments showing staged traffic situations
involving school buses trigger viewer discussions of the best driving strategy in each case.
1-333 Cipher In The Snow (Color/24 Mins.)
Cliff Evans dies mysteriously. A teacher at his school is assigned to contact Cliff’s family and to write his
obituary. In the process of doing this, he discovers the details of Cliff’s tragic life that lead to his untimely death.
1-334 Driver’s Are Teachers Too (Color/17 Mins.)
Emphasis that school bus drivers are very important and intrical part of total education program. Provides an
orientation of school bus safety features, limitations and dangerous zone areas.
1-335 Mirror Usage & Blind Spots (Color/25 Mins. 2007)
This is a dynamic and important safety training video for all bus drivers. Dramatizations emphasize the need for
bus drivers to be at all times aware of blind spots in their mirrors. In addition every driver will benefit by learning
about how to use the mirror system of their bus.
Reenactments of what a school bus driver encounters when a pedestrian suddenly appears behind the flat mirror
on their bus.




How to properly adjust both the left and right side mirror systems of the bus, this includes: the flat mirrors,
the convex mirrors, the crossview mirrors and the interior mirrors
a thorough demo of the 5 point mirror check and
demo of the proper seat adjustment and hand positioning

1-336 Driver’s Guide To School Bus Crossing (Color/18 Mins.)
This new video covers updated crossing procedures for school bus drivers. The video also covers additional
issues, such as, what to do it you encounter a red light runner and much more.
1-337 Kid’s Guide For School Bus Safety (Color/ 13 Mins.)
Younger age students, between the ages of 4—8, can learn firsthand what they will need to know in order to ride
the school bus safely. This DVD combines animation and live action, to present younger age students with a
visual experience that they can relate to.
1-338 Bus Evacuation Drills For Students (Color/13 Mins.)
A perfect training video for students to learn what they will need to do when evacuating a school bus. There is a
distinct emphasis on how to avoid injuries during the evacuation process.
Highlights: how to land on the ground safely, where to go after you exit the bus and the use of rear door and split
door evacuations.
1-339 Professional School Bus Driver Roles & Responsibilities (Color/21 Mins.)
This brand new video gives drivers an overall picture of many of the most important roles and responsibilities
for school bus drivers. The video also covers why bus drivers are held to higher standards. It also goes over the
many roles that bus drivers have to apply daily. And the responsibilities that come with the job, a great video for
new and seasoned drivers alike.
Every day behavioral problems are dramatized and bus drivers are shown how to implement intervention
techniques.
This video shows bus drivers how to effectively use intervention strategies to correct inappropriate behavior.
Highlights:




Make students accountable for their actions
Communicate with student’s parents
Use positive re-enforcement and verbal intervention
strategies to change student’s behavior.

1-340 Intervention Strategies For Special Ed Bus Drivers (Color/20 Mins.)
Each and every day Special Ed bus drivers must meet the needs with a variety of Special Ed Students.
This video is designed to show effective and practical techniques to meet these challenges.
Dealing with inappropriate behavior for special needs students requires skills that are unique to these drivers.
The video spells out techniques that can be used to modify their behavior, while keeping in mind the unique
status of these students. A helpful training aid for every special needs bus driver.
1-341 Exceptions For The Use; School Bus Warning & Stop Lights (Color/12 Mins.)
The use of school bus warning and stop lights are an A to Z procedure right? No necessarily. This new DVD
gives the exceptions for the use of these lights. We also cover the reason for these exceptions and the correct
procedures for them.
1-342 Bus Safety For Students (Color/13 Mins.)
Young students should to be taught the rules of riding the school bus this imaginative and warm video gently but
firmly guides them through this process.
This video is designed for elementary school age students. We dramatize the most important issues that are likely
to cause injuries, multiple demonstrations about how to cross streets safely. Special emphasis is placed on
showing younger age students what they must do in order to avoid injury. This is a light, warm and friendly video
with a very strong safety message for young students.
1-343 Bullying Prevention; Taking Action (Color)
Bullying is everyone’s business because it affects the total social environment of a school, creating a climate of
fear among students, and inhibits learning. It is a learned behavior. It’s not “normal,” socially acceptable nor
inevitable. But when a school sends a message that bullying behavior is not tolerated, the effects of bullying can
be reduced. What’s involved is raising awareness about bullying, improving relationships, interventions,
developing clear rules against bullying behavior, and supporting and protecting the student.
1-344 Sexual Harassment in Schools; Your Rights and Responsibilities (Color/16 Mins.)
Sexual Harassment in schools is more prevalent than you might think and the problem exists in all educational
sectors.
Protection against sexual harassment is covered under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972, and this program will discuss both of these and also covers:






Common sexual harassment scenarios
The definition of sexual harassment
Examples of sexual harassment
Procedures preventing sexual harassment
Reporting of and responding to sexual harassment reports and grievance procedures.

1-345 Snyder Oklahoma School Bus Accident
This video documents the steps taken by the Oklahoma Highway Patrol and the Oklahoma Pupil Transportation
Association members to reconstruct the events leading to the collision of a school bus and a tractor trailer. The
footage is a small dramatic look at the blind spot at the right front of a typical small school bus as it creeps to a
stop at an intersection of a county road and a two-lane highway.
1-346 Hang Up & Drive (The Jacy Good Story) Color/21 Mins. 2008)
In May 2008, Jacy Good and her parents were enjoying a great day of accomplishment - Jacy's college graduation.
But that day was shattered when a young man on a cell phone caused a devastating collision that took the lives of
Jacy's parents and left her in a coma. Her brain injury has left her with physical, speech, and cognitive
impairment. But Jacy's story is an inspiration also. Since the collision Jacy has worked tirelessly to raise
awareness about the dangers of cell phone use while driving. Fifteen people die every day in North America
because of cell phone use while driving.
This is a story that can help you change the culture of cell phone use and driving at your organization. This is a
story that can save lives.

1-347 Fire Extinguisher Basic Training (Color/13 Mins.)
Workplace fires can happen at any time. That's why it's important to know what to do when a fire starts--know
when and how to fight it and when not to. This program will provide viewers with the basic information they need
to react safely in a potentially dangerous situation involving a fire. Topics include when to use an extinguisher,
using the PASS method to put out a fire and extinguisher inspection, maintenance and storage.
1-348 Understanding & Preventing Heat Related Illnesses (Color/16 Mins.)
As hot conditions intensify this summer and we continue to perform our regular job duties, the potential for heatrelated illnesses rises dramatically. Collectively known as heat stress, these illnesses are serious and can even
cause death in some cases. Your employees must be vigilant in their efforts to prevent them. This safety video
program discusses how hot conditions affect the human body, the symptoms of heat-related ailments and what to
do if we start to experience them, how to treat victims of heat stress and most importantly, the precautions that
must be taken to avoid problems when working in hot environments. Other topics include becoming acclimated to
the heat, use of the buddy system, preventing heat stress at indoor facilities and specialized clothing and
protective devices for working in hot conditions.
1-350 Tips and Techniques For Safer Driver (Color/18 Mins.)
This safe driving video surpasses the normal driving safety video by acknowledging that training films can`t
change bad habits. This video instead gives excellent safe driving tips that everyday-drivers can use. Driving
safety tips are outlined, such as how to jump-start a car, CDL vehicles, what to look out for in inclement weather,
toll road etiquette, pre-trip planning, following distance, avoiding cell phone accidents and much, much more.
1-351 Dying To Get There…The Result of Reckless Driving (Color/11 Mins.)
A highly emotional video, geared towards teen drivers, which has interviews with those that have lost friends and
family before their time. With fathers crying, mothers bawling, and friends still in shock due to the loss of their
loved ones, this film has the ability to reach people of all ages. In addition to these emotional stories, the video
revisits the reasons why these kids, and so many others, die or become injured within the first few years of
obtaining their drivers licenses. It also includes safe driving tips and tells kids to be cautious until they have
improved their driving skills or gone to an advanced driving school.
1-352 Instruments, Brakes, Pre-Trip & Post-Trip & Mirror Adjustment
This video goes over what should be done after the pre-trip inspection and before you start your route. It
discusses checking instruments to make sure they are functioning properly and checking brakes to make sure
they are working. It details each test the driver should go through to make sure the brakes are in proper order and
instruments all work correctly.
Pre-Trip Inspection – 8:13 Mins (Color)
Explains the final steps necessary to testing the school bus before using the bus for transport, with specific
regards to a pre-trip test of instruments and brakes.
1. Discusses proper warm-up time and how to read gauges for problems
2. Preparation of brakes, checking for proper fuel levels, and detecting electrical problems importance of proper
brake and air-brake functions
Post-Trip Inspection -- 3:35 Mins. (Color)
Outlines proper procedures required to inspect a school bus after driving emphasizes the importance of
examining the bus after driving. It outlines point-by-point how to perform post-trip inspection of the physical
school bus equipment.
Mirror Adjustment -- 4.:42 Mins. (Color)
Discusses the importance of and laws associated with proper mirror adjustment and details the various uses of
each type of mirror on the school bus.
1. Proper procedures for adjusting mirrors and the specific adjustments for each mirror individually Reinforces
impact of proper mirror adjustment
2. Discusses the potential threats associated with improper mirror adjustment
Describes common blind spots associated with inadequate mirror coverage

1-353 Idling & Fire Extinguisher
Idling- 3:55 Mins.
Discusses the impact of idling on school bus fuel economy, ways to reduce idle time, and the impact of idle time
reduction on fuel. It details proper procedures for integrating reduced idle time into typical school bus driving
1-353 Fire Extinguishers - 3:11 Mins.
Covers common causes of school bus fires, reminding drivers to do a thorough pre-trip maintenance check to
prevent friction-related fires, and proper procedures for dealing with a fire on the bus including correct use of the
fire extinguisher itself.
1-354 Emergency Evacuation- 6.05 Mins.
Preparation is critical for the emergency evacuation of a special needs bus. Decisions must be made in advance
about how to get the students off the bus, who will help whom, what equipment must be moved and where they
will go. Many districts don't conduct drills for evacuation of special needs students but drivers must have a plan
ready and discuss it with their riders.
1-354 Railroad Crossing- 4.46 Mins.
Railroad Crossing stresses the importance of approaching railroad crossings with great caution, warning signs
for railroads and coming trains and the three-part procedure for crossing railroad tracks.
1-355 Time and Space Management- 4:40 Mins.
Teaches the IPDE Formula (Identify, Predict, Decide, and Execute) associated with managing the time and space
around the school bus and how this circle of safety can be used to handle the school bus environment. It
introduces the zones of recognition and action, and how to use these to identify, predict, and avoid accidents.
1-355 Dangers Associated With Driving In High Winds and Backing School Bus -- 3:20 Mins.
This module covers proper procedures for driving in.
1. Handling a school bus in high winds
2. Acceptable instances to back the school bus, procedures and dangers associated with backing the school bus
3.The definition, dangers and handling tail swing
1-356 Loading and Unloading -- 8:32 Mins.
This training series stresses the importance of proper loading and unloading of students, the proper usage of
lights during loading and unloading and the effect of lights on other motorists.
1. Process for completing the 5-point mirror test
2. Proper review of mirrors for motorists on the

road

3. Illustrates and reviews danger zones before loading and unloading
Sequence of events required for loading and unloading students
1-356 Basic Student Management- 3:43 Mins.
Provides an overview on how to manage students on the bus, appropriateness, and how to handle incidents on
the bus.
1. Dealing with student offenders and altercations.
2. Procedures for handling unsafe situations.
3. Stresses the importance of not touching students in response to an incident.

1-357 Confidentiality- 8:12 Mins.
Districts must establish and implement procedures for assuring the confidentiality of personally identifiable
information contained in educational records. Implementation of these procedures is required under state and
federal regulations.
1-357 Bullying- 13:11 Mins.
Anti-bullying training for your staff and employees to come to the aid of bullying victims, as well as identify and
intervene with potential bullies before their behavior becomes violent.
1. Bullying Part 1 - The school bus and school playground are the primary locations for bullying behavior to take
place.


In this power point video, the characteristics of bullies are outlined to help teachers and drivers identify
them, a well as the characteristics of those who are targets.



Types of bullying behavior are discussed.



Emphasis is placed on the need to address bullying, including cyber-bullying, because it has an effect on
everyone involved.

2. Bullying Part 2 - This section discusses how to create a safer school environment, with tips for how bus
drivers/management should react when they see or hear bullying behavior.
1-358 Recognizing and Reporting Child Abuse- 15:56 Mins.
Cases of child abuse and neglect continue to grow, incidences often go unrecognized and unreported. School bus
drivers and employees have an opportunity to regularly observe their students' physical condition, emotional
state and behavior and are obligated by law to report anything that suggests or indicates a child's maltreatment.
1-358 Sexual Harassment- 40:25 Mins.
This six-part series covers what constitutes sexual harassment, as well as how to recognize potential
perpetrators, the prevalence of sexual harassment and how to respond to a complaint. Sexual harassment trainer
Cranford Graves explains the different types of sexual harassment situations to help bus drivers and school
employees better recognize this type of unacceptable behavior
1-359 First Aid Part 1 –7 Series
Introduces First Aid, including the term definition and discusses personal liability issues related to the
administering of First Aid especially with regards to the Good Samaritan Law.
This series covers serious first aid issues encountered on the bus and methods for addressing each issue
explaining common protocols associated with reporting an accident. It describes how to identify symptoms of
each of the following issues including prevention techniques- handling procedures, and reporting protocols.
Blood Borne Pathogens (3 Part Series) -- 17.44 Mins.
Covers pathogens and viruses originating from bodily fluids and the importance of protecting oneself from these
threats.
Diabetes (2 Part Series) -- 19.05 Mins.
This two-part video focuses and reviews the basics of Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes. The symptoms of
hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia are explained and recommendations are made for addressing these potentially
dangerous conditions.
H1N1 Virus Prevention – 3:41 Mins.
In this presentation, viewers learn effective preventative and disinfectant measures to take in dealing with the
dangerous H1N1, or Swine Flu Virus. The viewer is told how long viruses can live outside of the body as well as
how to correctly disinfect. The warning signs that children need urgent medical attention are also listed.
Safe Lifting - 4.41 Mins.
One of the most common injuries is also one of the easiest to prevent. Back injuries can happen when you forget
to warm-up before lifting or lift improperly. Safe Lifting reviews the correct way to lift and handle objects, when
you should get help and the need for PPE, personal protective equipment.

1-360 Reasonable Suspicion
Alcohol 3:04 Mins.
This video goes over alcohol dependency and using alcohol in the workplace. It also describes things to look for
and reasonable suspicion.
Drugs 7:02 Mins.
This video goes over a drug-free workplace and how important that is to saving lives. It also talks about
recognizing illegal substances, paraphernalia, or employees that are using them.
Introduction 6:17 Mins.
This is an introduction to Reasonable Suspicion Training for supervisor. It defines reasonable suspicion,
describes the standards for making reasonable suspicion determination, and provides guidance regarding
employee interviews.
Responsibilities 6:00 Mins.
This video goes over the supervisor’s responsibilities. It also goes over the steps to take when the supervisor
comes across something they would turn in as reasonable suspicion.
1-361 Introduction & Regulatory Overview
Section I — Introduction 5:00 Mins.
This video is an introduction to the guidelines. It gives information into who made these regulations, why these
guidelines were made, and how they were written.
Section — 2 Regulatory Overview 8:23 Mins.
This video gives the viewer an outline of what is needed in a drug and alcohol policy.
1-362 Policy Deployment & Educational 4:32 Mins.
This video goes over what the viewer needs to keep in mind when developing drug and alcohol policies.
Section 4 — Education & Training
These videos goes over facts about
Alcohol 11:57 Mins. — Amphetamines 6:27 Mins. — Cocaine 6:42 Mins. — Marijuana 8:04 Mins. — Opiates 5:15
Mins. — PCP 5:05 Mins.
1-363 School Bus – Distracted Driver – Cell Phone 3:15 Mins.
This video discusses hands-free and hands-held cell phones and the dangers involved while driving on a cell
phone. It defines inattention blindness and compares driving while on a cell phone with drunk driving.
1-364 School Bus CDL
Introduction, Driving Safely Q & A’s – Air Brakes – Q & A’s – Pre-Trip Q & A’s – Walk Around & Special
Requirements – Q & A’s
1-365 Pre-Employment & Controlled Substances
Follow Up Testing — 1: 23 Min. -- Post Accident Testing — 8:42 Mins. -- Pre-Employment 5:33
Mins. -- Proficiency Testing 3:00 Mins. -- Random Testing 18:08 Mins. -- Reasonable Suspicion 7:00 Mins. -- Return
to Duty Testing 2:00 Mins.
1-366 Section 6 Controlled Substances
Collection Process — 11:47 Mins. -- Collection Site Check — 24:23 Mins. -- Collection Site Personnel — 3:19 Mins.
-- Collection Supplies — 3:02 Mins. -- Controlled Substance Testing Procedure — 2:46 Mins. -- Lab Test
Requirements — 4:04 Mins. -- Medical Review Officer — 6:13 Mins. -- MRO Discussions — 2:43 Mins. -- Positive
Test Results — 1:45 Mins. -- Reporting Positive Test — 2:56 Mins. -- Specimen Collection — 3:03 Mins.

1-366 Section 7 Alcohol Testing Procedures
Alcohol Related Conduct 2:59 — Mins. -- Alcohol Test Procedures — 2:27 Mins. -- ASD Screening Test — 3:51
Mins. -- Breath Alcohol Tech — 2:03 Mins. -- Confirmation Test — 3:51 Mins. -- EBT Screening Test — 1:06 Mins. --Evidential Breath Testing Device — 3:35 Mins. --- Reporting — 1:52 Mins. -- Substance Abuse Professional — 3:51
Mins. -- Test Accuracy — 1:49 Mins. -- Testing Process — 1:50 Mins. --- Testing Site — 3:51 Mins.
1-366 Section 8 Employee Assistance Programs
Employee Assistance Programs — 5:27 Mins. -- Overview — 3:45 Mins. --- Rehab Treatment Program — 5:10 Mins.
1-367 Volume I Tests & Documents Questions & Answers
CDL – Distracted Driver – Emergency Evacuation – Fire Extinguisher – Idling – Instruments – Brakes – Loading &
Unloading – Mirrors – Post Trip Inspection – Pre-Trip Inspection – Railroad Crossing – Time & Space Management
– Winds, Backing, Tail Swing
1-368 Volume II Tests & Documents Questions & Answers
Basic Student Management – Blood Borne Pathogens – Bullying – Confidentiality – Diabetes – Dot Drub & Alcohol
#1A88 – First Aid – H1N1 – Recognizing Child Abuse & Neglect – Safe Lifting – Sexual Harassment
1-369 Red Asphalt V -- 16 Mins.
This latest video is hosted by a teenager and is primarily intended to influence teen attitudes toward safe driving,
although most adults would surely benefit from viewing it as well. 42,000 people are killed each year in the U.S. as
a result of car crashes. That's equivalent to the loss of two jumbo jets every week.
The video points out that the number one cause of death for teens is car crashes. There are more than a dozen
graphic scenes of dead motorists. It is probably the most graphic of all the Red Asphalt videos and promises to be
the most effective. There are several interviews with the families and friends of the victims displaying the
devastating effect that the death of their loved one has had on their lives. This video is sure to catch the attention
of the viewer and will hopefully lead to less injuries and fatalities on the road.
1-370 Intersection – 7 Mins.
Intersections are the most dangerous driving situations in the city. Learn some easy to apply techniques to
significantly reduce the likelihood that you will be involved in an intersection accident.
1-371 Freeway Driving
Freeways demand quicker thinking than conventional roadways! This video shows how to merge onto a multilane
highway smoothly and decisively, how to handle weave lanes (lanes used as both entrance and exit lanes), and
how to exit.
1-372 Getting Safely Past the Orange Barrels -- 12 Mins.
Promotes cooperation in protecting the lives of highway construction workers. Shows what construction signs,
signals, and markings mean and how to adjust driving when passing through road construction areas.
1-373 Wireless Phones & Responsible Driving -- 15 Mins.
This most amusing animated video asks and answers some basic questions about when it is ok and when it isn't
to use your cell phone while driving. Amazingly, the following statement came from the 1930 Farmer's Almanac:
"Some states don't want to permit RADIOS in cars at all. Radios distract the driver and disturb the peace". Of
course, radios are in virtually every automobile currently produced, but it is an interesting fact that even today
many vehicle accidents occur while someone is trying to change the station or inserting a cassette or CD into
their radio player.
If radios produce accidents, you can imagine how much more dangerous the use of cell phones is while driving an
automobile, especially taking into account the many distractions that we face in today's world. This very funny
video will encourage proper use of cell phones, while keeping your audience entertained at the same time.

1-374 Backing Safely – 13 Mins.
Backing is the cause of a large number of collisions — a disproportionate number — since drivers spend a
relatively small amount of time actually backing. And, although speeds are normally low, these collisions not only
create inconveniences, they cause significant property damage and even personal injury. Backing Safely offers
practical safety information that can help drivers eliminate backing collisions. The video offers:





Tips to avoid backing
Specific steps for a safe back
Procedures for backing with a helper
Procedures for backing with a trailer

1-375 Wheels of Tragedy – 28 Mins.
It’s 1963 and you’re traveling with the highway patrol on a routine day that turns out to be anything but routine.
Careless driving results in tragic deaths and graphic scenes for the audience to contemplate. This video may be
dated, but is one of our best selling products, as it still presents a powerful message of the dangers on the road.
An eye-opener.
1-376 Highway of Agony – 20 Mins.
This is a most disturbing video, but it’s supposed to be. It’s nearly 4 decades old but still powerful and extremely
graphic. The opening screen sets the pace: "Due to the graphic nature of this video it is not recommended for
children under the age of 14."
Immediately, it begins with bloody torturous images of death and injury on the highways. Yes, it has been many
years since the films were taken but the impact is tremendous. In fact, it might be pointed out that this was an era
when few automobiles had any kind of restraint device installed, so consequently, many drivers and/or
passengers were ejected in the course of a crash. Many safety features that are now standard equipment on most
cars were non-existent.
An ambulance was slow to arrive and there were no paramedics or emergency medical personnel standing by to
be called into action. Crash victims often died before any medical help arrived. We’ve come a long way with many
improvements in safety features for automobiles, safety awareness programs, better highways and roads, and
added law enforcement. However, there is still death and injury on our roadways and video brings the message
home in dramatic fashion.
1-377 Signal 30 -- 22 Mins.
The automobiles are from the '50s and the commentator’s voice is delivered with an ominous monotone, but the
words still have the same meaning today. The crash scenes are stomach turning and graphic, and anyone who
views this tape will experience an unforgettable sensation; watching and listening to death, the screams of the
seriously injured, the loading of a body bag.
This "mother of all traffic safety" film was taken on-the-scene and many before any emergency medical help
arrives. Every scene shows the grizzly results of speeding, drinking and driving, and engaging in other dangerous
driving activities. At first, it may seem cruel, cold and harsh to make someone watch this tape, but is there a better
lesson on carelessness? Warn the audience, and then watch their reaction to carnage on the highway. It’s a very
powerful message. Painful to watch but absolutely unforgettable and sure to leave an indelible message for all
drivers who view it.
1-378 Sharing The Road
Helps motorists understand the special concerns and dangers faced by pedestrians, truck drivers, motorcyclists,
bicyclists, and ambulance drivers. Presents specific tips on how to reduce the risks of sharing the road.
1-379 Night Driving -- 9 Mins.
The loss of light makes night driving much more dangerous. In the distance, you only see the lights, reflections,
and shadows. Impaired drivers are out in greatest numbers at night. At night a driver must know how to make the
most of what little light is available. The video gives interesting and important facts about night driving that a
driver may never have considered.

1-380 Passing & Changing Lanes -- 7 Mins.
Do you know how it should be done, legally and safely? Shows the strategies for travel on multi-lane highways
and for travel in two-way traffic. Also, shows what to do when being passed.
1-381 Rural Driving – 13 Mins.
This video covers the big differences between city and rural driving. Some of the topics covered include speeding,
merging onto the roadway, passing, driving on curves and hills, cell phones, drowsy driving, slow moving
vehicles such as tractors and other farm equipment, night driving, animals, railroad crossings
1-382 Deadly Driving Distractions: Texting, Cell Phones, and Other Killer – 25 Mins.
According to insurance statistics, distracted drivers are responsible for almost 80 percent of all car crashes and
65 percent of near-collisions in the United States. This video helps students steer clear of the dangers resulting
from driving while texting, talking on cell phones, eating, smoking, and other distractions. Forgoing the traditional
host-and-interview format, the program uses conversations with teens and college students who share their
thoughts on the subject while driving instructors and other educators explore safe driving methods. In addition,
people with firsthand knowledge—such as emergency room personnel and car crash survivors—offer their
cautionary advice.
1-383 Another Smash Hit – 12 Mins.
The National Safety Council estimates that at least one million crashes---28% of the total---are caused each year
by using cellphones and texting while driving. If you text and drive, a serious accident is inevitable.
Twenty-nine states currently have laws in place regarding texting and driving. Another Smash Hit is the only DVD
available to teach all drivers about the consequences of texting and driving.
"This informative DVD is truly a real life example of the seriousness and dangers associated with texting and
driving. It is a MUST SEE for all drivers." ~Curt Lavarello, Executive Director School Safety Advocacy Council
(SSAC)
1-384 Defensive Driving: A Crash Course 16 Mins.
This program is the first in a series of two that teaches all drivers what driving defensively means, and how to do
it! When driving defensively you adopt a proactive attitude, avoid distractions, pay attention to road conditions
and other drivers, and employ practical driving tips to avoid an accident in the city, on the freeway and on rural
roads. Part II in the series, (Prepared for the Worst), focuses on defensive driving in adverse conditions such as
fog, snow, rain, and animals in the road.
1-385 Rules of the Road – 192 Mins.
The Rules of the Road 2-Disc set is designed to teach new drivers everything they need to know to become safe,
smart, and skillful drivers. Use the tabbed navigation below to learn more about this breakthrough driver's ed
program.
1-386 Managing Space & Time for Safe Driving
Helps motorists understand the special concerns and dangers faced by pedestrians, truck drivers, motorcyclists,
bicyclists, and ambulance drivers. Presents specific tips on how to reduce the risks of sharing the road.
1-387 Driving In Bad Weather
Newscast-style presentation dramatizes the blinding effects of fog, dust, smoke, rain, snow, and ice. Stresses the
need to choose safe speeds for adverse weather conditions and explains when it is best to get off the road. Video
includes tips on vehicle maintenance that can help drivers prepare for bad weather.
1-388 Using Your Eyes Effectively
Demonstrates effective scanning techniques for safe driving. Learn how to gather information through central and
peripheral vision, and where to concentrate attention on the roadway. Also covers the effects of alcohol on a
driver’s visual perception.

